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ABSTRACT 

Aircraft noise is a growing problem in the air travel industry [1]. Urban air mobility (UAM) 

is a new movement to use rotorcraft to fly in and between large cities to alleviate ground traffic 

congestion [2]. Aircraft noise will affect more people once vehicles start taking off and landing in 

cities. Tiltrotor vehicles are a promising concept for UAM because of their flight mode versatility. 

Modern tiltrotors rotate their rotors to take off vertically like a helicopter, then transition to fly 

forward like an airplane. Tiltrotors do not require runways while maintaining the speed and 

efficiency of airplanes. Tiltrotor aerodynamics are complex due to the changing flight modes, 

which creates complex aeroacoustic effects.  

Full-scale testing is needed to validate present and future acoustic prediction codes so 

simulations can be done to predict noise for future designs. The National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) collaborated with the United States Army and Air Force to create the 

Tiltrotor Test Rig (TTR) to increase their proprotor testing capabilities. The TTR can test large, 

full-scale rotors at higher speeds than any other proprotor test rig. The TTR Checkout Test took 

place in the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex (NFAC) from 2017 to 2018 to assess 

TTR function and capabilities. Microphones were used to record acoustic data during the checkout 

test matrix. This thesis presents and evaluates acoustic results from the TTR Checkout Test. The 

acoustic results were used to evaluate data processing methods and determine their effect on 

overall noise metrics in helicopter and airplane mode. Acoustic data quality was determined by 

evaluating background noise, result repeatability, and signal-to-noise ratio in all flight conditions. 

Acoustic relationships were identified with relationship to rotor shaft angle, blade loading, and 

wind tunnel speed.  
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MAT 
Advancing tip Mach Number; (main rotor tip speed + air speed) / speed of sound) 

Mtip Mach Number at Blade Tip 

Nb Number of Blades 

PRMS Root Mean Square Averaged Pressure (Pa) 

Pref 
Reference Sound Pressure; threshold of human hearing (2e-5 Pa) 

P Acoustic Pressure (Pa) 

Vꚙ Free Flow Fluid Velocity (knots) 

V Wind Tunnel Velocity (knots) 

Vtip Blade Tip Velocity (knots) 

X Streamwise Coordinate (positive points upstream within wind tunnel (ft)) 

Y Vertical Coordinate (positive points down (ft)) 

Z Lateral Coordinate (positive points behind rotor in helicopter mode (ft)) 

αs Rotor Shaft angle (deg), measured normal to air flow (0° in helicopter mode and -

90° in airplane mode) 

μ Advance Ratio (Vꚙ/ Vtip) 

σ Rotor Solidity (Nbc/πR) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Tiltrotor vehicles combine the maneuverability of helicopters with the speed and efficiency 

of airplanes, making them a highly versatile mode of transportation and an ideal concept for urban 

air mobility (UAM) – a recently proposed future urban transportation system that uses air travel to 

alleviate ground traffic congestion in and around large cities [1, 2]. However, as with current 

aircraft [3], noise is expected to be an adoption barrier for urban air vehicles [1. 3]. The focus of 

this thesis is to expand on previous studies [4-10] conducted to characterize tiltrotor vehicle noise 

and provide further insights into tiltrotor noise signatures. These insights, in turn, will help the 

future development of acoustical technologies necessary to reduce tiltrotor noise and make UAM 

a viable transportation concept [1]. The following section further explains the purpose of the 

presented research, a review of existing tiltrotor acoustic research, and discusses current federal 

aviation rules regarding tiltrotor noise.  

1.1  Introduction to Aircraft Noise and Tiltrotor Vehicles 

Aircraft noise is the largest source of airport complaints [11]. In addition to annoyance, 

aircraft noise is widely linked to several health concerns, including hypertension, sleep disruption, 

and an increased risk of cardiovascular disease [12]. Aircraft noise also distracts students in 

schools near airports, resulting in lower attention and reduced reading scores [13]. With increasing 

global connectivity and travel affordability, air traffic – and by association, aircraft noise – is 

expected to increase steadily in coming years [12]. 

Airport congestion is another inevitable consequence of higher flight volume. Tiltrotor 

vehicles are considered a viable alternative to reduce runway congestion and overcome airport 

expansion difficulties [14]. Since tiltrotor vehicles can take off vertically, they do not require 

runway space while still maintaining the high-speed performance and fuel economy of a traditional 
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fixed-wing vehicle. Tiltrotor vehicles operate in three flight modes: helicopter, transition, and 

airplane. Figure 1 shows a typical takeoff procedure for a Bell V-22 Osprey. During takeoff, the 

vehicle first uses helicopter mode with engine pods oriented vertically. Then the wingtip engine 

pods transition to airplane mode, allowing its wings to generate the necessary lift while the rotors 

provide the requisite thrust [15]. 

 

Figure 1: V22 Osprey in helicopter, transition, and airplane flight modes [16].  

Tiltrotor vehicles are not a new concept; the first conceptual tiltrotor was designed in the 

1920s [23]. The first successful tiltrotor aircraft to transition from vertical flight to horizontal flight 

and back was the Bell XV-3 in 1955 [15, 17]. The XV-3 had its engine mounted in the fuselage 

with drive shafts transmitting force to the rotors on the wingtips. Its successor, the Bell XV-15, 

was the first modern tiltrotor since it had wingtip engine pods instead of a cumbersome drive shaft 

system in the wings [15]. Acoustics were first studied with the Bell XV-15, which first flew in 

1977 [23]. Currently, the V-22 Osprey is the only mass-produced tiltrotor vehicle. Bell Helicopter 

and Boeing Defense created the V-22 to be a multi-mission aircraft for the US military [18, 19]. 

However, multiple companies are developing tiltrotor vehicles for civilian UAM purposes [19].  
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Noise is expected to be a barrier of entry for civilian tiltrotors [17, 20]. The rotor transition 

associated with various tiltrotor flight modes creates more complex aeroacoustic noise than either 

a helicopter or a propeller plane [21]. Accurately characterizing this noise is an important step 

towards overcoming this noise barrier.  

1.2  Tiltrotor Acoustic History 

Table 1 shows a timeline of major tiltrotor acoustic research milestones, starting with the 

introduction of the XV-15 and ending with the Tiltrotor Test Rig Checkout Test in 2017.  

Table 1: Tiltrotor acoustic research timeline from 1977 to present. 

 
Year Aircraft Scale References 

XV-15 Created 1977 
  

[23] 

XV-15 in NFAC 40 by 80 1979 XV-15 Full Scale [18, 23] 

XV-15 ATB Outdoor Test 1984 XV-15 Full Scale [24] 

V-22 Osprey Created 1989 
  

[19] 

First Tiltrotor Acoustic Simulation 1990 XV-15 Full Scale [26] 

XV-15 Flyover Acoustic Test 1990 XV-15 Full Scale [27] 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

Tiltrotor Acoustic Workshop 

1991 
  

[9] 

Cornell Flow Visualization 

Aeroacoustic Study 

1992 V22 1/12 [6] 

NASA Short Haul Civil Tiltrotor 

Program 

1995-

2000 

XV-15 Full Scale [8] 

XV-15 In-Flight Test 1995 XV-15 Full-Scale [10] 

TRAM Tests at NASA Langley 1996 JVX 15% [29] 

XV-15 in NFAC  1996 XV-15 Full Scale [30] 

SHCTP Phase 1 1997 XV-15 Full Scale [28] [8] 

SHCTP Phase 2 1998 XV-15 Full Scale [7] 

SHCTP Phase 3 1999 XV-15 Full Scale [7] 

TRAM Tests at DNW 1999 V22 25% [4] 

XV-15 in NFAC  1999 XV-15 Full Scale [31] 

FS-TRAM 2000 V22 25% [32] 

TTR Checkout Test 2017 Leonardo 

AW609 

Full Scale [33-37] 
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Most tiltrotor acoustic test data are from the XV-15 and the V-22 Osprey. The XV-15 was 

an experimental American tiltrotor developed by Bell Helicopter Textron under NASA and US 

Army sponsorship [23]. The XV-15 was the minimum size necessary to perform proof-of-flight 

investigations, with dimensions shown in Table 2. This aircraft demonstrated high-speed 

performance compared to conventional helicopters, showing the potential of tiltrotor vehicles.  

XV-15 testing continued until 2003 [23]. 

In 1979, NASA and Lockheed Martin performed the first tiltrotor acoustic test, testing the 

XV-15 in the 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel at the NFAC Facility at NASA Ames Research Center 

[18]. Researchers used four microphones to acquire acoustic data: 3 in front of the vehicle and one 

to the side, as shown in Figure 2. In this test, the XV-15 rotors were tilted at various rotor shaft 

angles to simulate airplane, helicopter, and transition modes at air speeds up to 150 knots. 

Microphone data showed that the acoustic noise was greater in helicopter mode than airplane or 

transition mode [23]. Theoretical noise predictions for rotational noise matched well with 

measured values for helicopter mode [18]; however, since predictions were based on periodic noise 

at blade passage harmonics, they did not match well for the airplane or transition modes. 

In 1982, NASA began designing new blades for the XV-15 because the original blades 

were approaching their projected life span [18]. The original blades were made of steel and had a 

rectangular planform. The new blades, the Advanced Technology Blades (ATB), were made of 

composite material that enabled optimized design options such as twist and taper (Figure 3) [38] 

[39] to increase productivity, extend service life, and demonstrate the manufacturing capabilities 

of composite materials for rotor blades [38]. The ATB were more similar to modern rotor blades 

in overall shape and manufacturing.  
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Figure 2: Microphone Locations for XV-15 acoustic test in NFAC 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel 

[18]. 

The ATB were tested at the Outdoor Aeronautical Research Facility at NASA Ames 

Research Center in 1984 [38, 39]. Noise data showed that the new design improved aerodynamic 

performance and led to reduced noise in both near-field and far-field [24].  

 

Figure 3: Original XV-15 blades and Advanced Technology Blades [24]. 

The V-22 Osprey succeeded the XV-15, first flying in 1989. Bell and Boeing created the 

Osprey for the US military to serve as a flexible multi-mission aircraft [19]. The Osprey was larger 
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and had more payload potential and higher possible speeds than the XV-15 (Table 2) (Figure 4) 

[19]. Its blades were made of composite materials and featured a linear taper at the tip and 47.5 

degrees of blade twist. Over 200 models were built, many of which are still flying today [41].  

  

Figure 4: Bell XV-15 (left) and Bell V-22 (right) tiltrotors in flight [40, 41] 

Table 2: Overall physical characteristics of XV-15 and V-22 Osprey. 

 XV-15 V-22 Osprey 

Wingspan 10.67 m (35 ft) 14 m (46 ft) 

Rotor Diameter 7.62 m (25 feet) 11.6 m (38.1 ft) 

Max Level Flight Speed 482 km/hr (260 knots) 500 km/hr (270 knots) 

Max Gross Weight (ground) 6,009 kg (13248 lb) 23,859 kg (52,600 lb) 

Rotor RPM 589 (helicopter and 

transition) 

517 (airplane forward flight) 

412 (helicopter and 

transition) 

333 (airplane forward flight) 

 

Lockheed and Cornell performed the first major acoustic simulation study for tiltrotors in 

1990, utilizing NASA Langley’s program WOPWOP [6]. WOPWOP uses Farassat formulations 

to predict discrete frequency rotor noise with user inputs of aerodynamic loads and blade motion. 

This study modeled an XV-15 in helicopter mode–in both hover and steady level flight conditions. 

At this point, WOPWOP only considered thickness and loading noise, ignoring the contributions 

of blade vortex interaction and other impulsive and broadband noise sources [6]. Because of the 
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limited noise source, the results approximated expected noise. The study identified fountain effect 

as a large noise source for tiltrotor vehicles [5]. Fountain effect is caused by the interaction of the 

dual rotors and wing [6], where the downwash from the rotors hits the wing and is redirected 

upwards, creating an area of recirculation, as shown in Figure 5. The wing blocks the airflow of 

the rotors, reducing the effective thrust. The rotor blades experience unsteady loading as they pass 

through the recirculation area. This unsteady loading affects loading and broadband noise 

components, creating a directional noise source referred to as fountain effect noise [5, 6].  

 

Figure 5: Illustration of tiltrotor experiencing fountain effect recirculation [43]. 

NASA Langley and Bell Helicopter Textron conducted the first far-field acoustics test on 

an XV-15 in 1990 [44] [27]. Flight tests recorded far-field acoustic data for flyover, flyby, hover, 

and ascent/descent maneuvers. Flyover tests utilized five rotor shaft angles. The far-field noise 

was extremely directional and changed greatly with flight conditions [44]. Noise abatement 

procedures using different nacelle tilts were proposed. Microphone data from this test were used 

to validate the full-system rotorcraft noise prediction program, ROTONET, and other noise 

prediction codes. ROTONET is a component of NASA’s Aircraft Noise Prediction Program 
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(ANOPP), which provided the framework to compile multiple aircraft noise components and 

simulate their propagation into the far field [27].   

In 1991, realizing the potential of tiltrotor vehicles and recognizing that noise could be a 

large barrier to widespread use, government officials, industry leaders, and researchers came 

together at the Georgia Institute of Technology’s Tiltrotor Acoustic Workshop to review the status 

of tiltrotor noise and to identify potential noise challenges. All presenters concluded that tiltrotor 

noise is more complex than either helicopter or propeller plane noise [9]. Because of the 

complexity, the FAA stated that accurate noise simulation was key for future tiltrotor development 

and extensive acoustic databases were necessary for proper validation of simulation software [9].  

In 1992, Cornell studied a 1/12 scale model of a V-22 to identify and analyze noise 

mechanisms [26]. This study used microphones and flow visualization tools to study the fountain 

effect and other aeroacoustic noise sources (Figure 6) [26]. The measured acoustic data matched 

well to improved WOPWOP simulations for fountain effect and broadband noise. The study 

concluded that the fountain effect and recirculation would be a dominant aeroacoustic noise source 

in helicopter mode hover operations [26]. 

 

Figure 6: Small-scale flow visualization study of V-22 Osprey model [26]. 
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In 1995, the NASA Short Haul Civil Tiltrotor Program started and identified three main 

acoustic goals: noise abatement, noise reduction, and noise prediction [8]. Noise abatement 

involved modifying flight procedures on existing aircraft to reduce noise on approach. Noise 

abatement is especially useful for tiltrotors because the same forward flight speed can be achieved 

with multiple nacelle angles (Figure 7). In Figure 11, 90° indicates helicopter mode and 0° is 

airplane mode. Noise reduction investigated new rotor designs to reduce noise and improve 

aerodynamic performance. Noise prediction focused on the simulation tools used to predict noise 

levels of various tiltrotor designs and flight conditions. These three goals guided the succeeding 

tiltrotor acoustic research [8]. 

In 1995, an in-flight test was conducted by the In-Flight Rotorcraft Acoustics Program 

(IRAP) using the XV-15. The XV-15 flew in a series of maneuvers in formation with a YO-3A 

airplane with microphones mounted on the wingtips [8]. The YO-3A was positioned to measure 

peak expected blade-vortex interaction noise (BVI) for various approach maneuvers. These results 

were used to investigate noise directivity and ground footprints of realistic approaches.  

 

Figure 7: XV-15 flight envelope for normal operations [23]. 
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Figure 8: XV-15 and YO-3A flying in formation for 1995 Acoustic Test [46]. 

In 1996, a full-scale isolated XV-15 rotor was tested in the NFAC 80- by 120- Foot Wind 

Tunnel to investigate helicopter mode performance and acoustics, specifically blade-vortex 

interaction noise [8]. This test was performed with the same flight conditions as the 1995 XV-15 

flight tests in the SHCT program to compare results [28]. In the wind tunnel, the XV-15 rotor was 

mounted on the rotor test apparatus (RTA) and tested at rotor shaft angles from -15° to 15° and 

tunnel speeds from 60 to 80 knots. Comparing the results from the flyover and wind tunnel test 

revealed that the acoustic pressure time histories were very sensitive to flight conditions [44, 45].  

A second phase of wind tunnel tests using the XV-15 rotor on the RTA in the NFAC 40- 

by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel was done in 1999 [31]. These tests further investigated blade-vortex 

interaction noise and noise reduction concepts including reduced advancing tip Mach number, 

additional blades, and blade-tip subwings. It was observed that reducing tip speed and increasing 

blade number reduced noise. Further, the blade-tip subwings were intended to disrupt trailing tip 

vortices; instead it was noticed that they hurt performance and did not effectively reduce noise 

[31]. BVI noise levels weakly depended on blade loading, increasing slightly as CT/σ increased.  
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NASA and Bell Helicopter Textron addressed noise abatement with a series of tests starting 

in 1997. In Phase I, an XV-15 flew over a linear array of microphones perpendicular to the flight 

path [7]. The 1997 results were used to identify broad characteristics of tiltrotor noise and to design 

noise-optimized flight profiles. Approach created more noise and affected a larger area than 

takeoff and was identified as a focus area for following tests [30]. In Phase II, a larger microphone 

array measured noise during flyover tests of noise-optimized maneuvers, which were created using 

results from Phase 1 [7]. Slight changes in flight profile significantly affected the amount of noise 

created and area affected.  

The quietest flight profiles from Phase II were modified to improve handling qualities and 

were tested during Phase III in 1999. Additionally, researchers used phase I and II flight tests to 

determine which parts of the flight envelope created the most noise and then adjusted the flight 

path to create noise-optimized flight profiles. The final flight test quantified the noise-reduction 

potential of the flight profile adjustments using an extended ground microphone array [7]. The 

array data was used to create more refined ground noise contours for each flight path and determine 

the best approach profile to reduce noise effects in nearby communities.  

NASA, Bell Helicopter Textron, and the US Army addressed noise prediction in a series 

of tests starting in 1996 using the new Tiltrotor Aeroacoustic Code (TRAC) and the Tiltrotor 

Aeroacoustic Model (TRAM) [29, 47]. TRAM tested a single rotor in at various rotor shaft angles. 

Small-scale testing on the TRAM used a 15% scale JVX tiltrotor in the NASA Langley 14- by 22- 

Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel. Acoustic results were correlated with the TRAC predictions. Unlike 

previous codes, TRAC modeled vortices, blade vortex interaction, directivity, and wakes, leading 

to more accurate predictions [29].  

TRAM was tested in the Duits-Nederlands Wind Tunnel (DNW) in 1999 using a 25% scale 

V-22 rotor [4]. Acoustic data were collected using a series of microphones mounted on an airfoil-
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structure below the rotor (Figure 9). This test focused on relationships between flight conditions 

and impulsive noise sources like blade-vortex interaction and blade-wake interaction in helicopter 

mode flight conditions. Noise levels increased with rotor shaft angles, advance ratio, and thrust, 

consistent with previous studies [47]. Results were used to correlate with TRAC.  

NASA and the US Army developed the Full Span Tiltrotor Aeroacoustic Model (FS-

TRAM), which was first used in 2000 [32]. FS-TRAM was a 25% scale V-22 Osprey designed to 

be tested in the NFAC wind tunnels to study dual-rotor tiltrotor aeromechanics and validate future 

designs (Figure 10). Initial checkout tests assessed functionality. Limited acoustic data has been 

collected with this model.  

 

Figure 9: Isolated rotor test on TRAM in DNW test section [4]. 

 

Figure 10: FS-TRAM in NFAC 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel [32]. 
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Nearly 20 years passed between the FS-TRAM Test and the next tiltrotor aeroacoustic test, 

the TTR Checkout Test, that started in 2017. Between 2000 and 2017, aeroacoustics research 

progressed significantly [32, 48]. Computational aeroacoustics simulation capabilities have 

improved, and modern simulations can model aerodynamic interactions and their corresponding 

noise sources more accurately than previously feasible [48]. Further, aeroacoustic testing has 

expanded as acoustics has become a higher research priority for industry and academia [48]. 

Because of these advancements and a renewed interest in tiltrotor vehicles, it is necessary to revisit 

tiltrotor aeroacoustic testing. 

1.3  Federal Noise Regulations Regarding Tiltrotor Vehicles 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approval is critical for commercial tiltrotor 

development. In 2013, encouraging the industrial sector to pursue tiltrotor vehicles, the FAA 

published civil tiltrotor noise limits and conditions for noise compliance, despite a lack of civilian 

tiltrotors [3, 12]. The additional tiltrotor noise rules modified existing regulations, adding 

Appendix K to Part 36 of the Noise Certification Requirements of the US code of Federal 

Regulations Title 14 [49].  

FAA noise certification uses flyover test data, with different test flight paths for helicopters 

and airplanes. For a helicopter, three flyover tests are done: approach, flyover, and take-off. 

Microphones are placed at sideline and center locations, as shown in Figure 11 for an approach 

test. For approach, the helicopter descends at a constant rate over the microphone array. For 

flyover, the helicopter keeps a constant altitude. For takeoff, the helicopter ascends at a constant 

rate. Each test flight has an estimated perceived noise level (EPNL) and tone-corrected maximum 

perceived noise level (PNLTM), which are used to certify the aircraft.   
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Figure 11: FAA noise certification flight test profile for helicopters in approach [3]. 

Propeller plane noise certification tests only require one flight, with a microphone placed 

at the extended centerline of the runway, 2500 m from the start of takeoff roll. The FAA dictates 

acceptable dB(A) values for each microphone position dependent upon aircraft class and size, as 

shown in Figure 16 [50].  

Since tiltrotors are significantly quieter when operating in airplane mode than helicopter 

mode, current FAA noise certifications apply only to helicopter mode (Figure 13). Because 

transition mode generaly only lasts a short time, it was not considered in the development of these 

guidelines. Also, observers of flyover tests of the XV-15 did not notice significant noise changes 

during transition mode. The FAA states that these guidelines will be changed if future designs 

demonstrate clear transitional noise characteristics.  
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Figure 12: FAA noise certification levels for propeller planes [3]. 

 

Figure 13: FAA tiltrotor noise limits for approach, takeoff, and flyover [3]. 
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1.4  Large-Scale Proprotor Test Stands 

Various large-scale proprotor test systems have been developed at NASA to further 

research in tiltrotor vehicle technology in all flight modes [36]. The Propeller Test Rig was used 

in the 1970s to test isolated proprotors, rotating vertically to simulate the transition between 

airplane and helicopter mode (Figure 14) [52]. At the same time, NASA developed the Dynamic 

Wing Test Stand to simulate a wing with a propeller at the wingtip. The Dynamic Wing Test Stand 

tests measured dynamic stability as the wing angle of attack and rotor tilt were adjusted [52, 53]. 

In the 1980s, NASA developed the Prop Test Rig, which rotated horizontally on the NFAC wind 

tunnel turntables to simulate tiltrotor conversion and was also tested outdoors [36]. None of the 

test rigs described were used for acoustic studies and none are still in use. 

 

Figure 14: NASA large-scale proprotor test rigs [36]. 

1.5  Thesis Objective 

Given the complexity of tiltrotor noise sources, full-scale testing is necessary to accurately 

characterize them in each flight mode. Full-scale proprotor test systems, like the new Tiltrotor Test 

Rig (TTR), shown in Figure 15, enable full-scale wind tunnel testing of proprotors at realistic air 
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speeds [36, 37]. The TTR was created by the US Department of Defense and NASA to test rotors 

up to 26 feet in diameter at air speeds up to 300 knots, setting a world record for rotor size and air 

speed combination [54].  The TTR was designed for use in the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics 

Complex (NFAC) 40- by 80- and 80- by 120- Foot Wind Tunnels to provide rotor performance 

information and validate rotor design and analysis tools [33, 37, 55]. It will also be used to acquire 

rotor acoustic data, which will be used to validate code for acoustic predictions of future models 

and reduce the need for full-scale acoustic testing of new vehicles. 

 

Figure 15: Tiltrotor Test Rig in National Full-Scale Aerodynamic Complex 40- by 80- Foot 

Wind Tunnel [67] 

The Tiltrotor Test Rig Checkout Tests were conducted between 2017 and 2018 to assess 

TTR functionality at various test conditions [54]. Additional microphone data was acquired during 

these tests to allow future acoustic analysis of measured signals. Preliminary analysis of this data 

was conducted by NASA Ames Research center and has been presented in [33-35]. The focus of 

this thesis is to further analyze the measured data and evaluate the effect of various data processing 

steps on the measured results.  

The following chapter (Chapter 2) provides a basic overview of rotor aeroacoustics theory, 

including descriptions of acoustic data processing techniques and a discussion of commonly used 
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acoustic metrics. Chapter 3 describes test methodology, including the test facility, TTR, and 

acoustic data acquisition setup. Chapter 4 describes acoustic results from the TTR Checkout Test 

and evaluating relationships between flight conditions and acoustic metrics. Data averaging and 

post-processing techniques are evaluated for appropriateness in various flight modes. Further, data 

quality is evaluated with signal-to-noise ratio, background noise relationships, and repeatability 

studies. Finally, the results are summarized in Chapter 5 and possible directions for future research 

are discussed.  
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORY 

Aerodynamic interactions and turbulence from the rotor blade generate significant amounts 

of noise, known as rotor aeroacoustic noise. Rotor aeroacoustic noise is a significant contributor to 

overall vehicle noise levels and annoyance [22, 35]. This section discusses basic proprotor 

aeroacoustic theory, common acoustic metrics and their calculation, and proprotor acoustic data 

processing techniques.  

2.1  Proprotor Aeroacoustics 

Air vehicles are typically propelled using rotating blade systems – called propellers when 

used to propel airplanes and rotors when used to propel vertical flight systems such as helicopters 

[22]. For tiltrotor vehicles, these systems are called proprotors since they function in both 

helicopter and airplane mode. These spinning blades function as ‘spinning wings’, utilizing airfoil 

cross section shapes to create a pressure difference between the front and back of the blade [56]. 

This pressure difference creates the thrust necessary to propel the vehicle forward in airplane mode 

or upward in helicopter mode. Proprotor designs – the number of blades, planform shapes, blade 

twist, airfoil cross sections, and material makeup - vary based on application [56]. Regardless of 

the designs, the aerodynamic noise generating mechanisms during proprotor operation remain the 

same, varying only in amount and directivity [56]. Aerodynamic rotor noise can be classified into 

several types [22], as shown in Figure 16. The two major categories of aeroacoustic noise are 

periodic and broadband. Periodic (or harmonic) noise is related to rotor rotation and is composed 

of repeating acoustic pulses. On the other hand, broadband noise is random and contains a broad 

range of frequencies. Periodic noise, the primary focus of this thesis, is generally considered more 

bothersome to human hearing and contributes more to overall noise level [22]. The specific driving 

mechanism responsible for generating periodic noise depends on the proprotor operation mode.  
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Figure 16: Aerodynamic noise components and classification, adapted from [22]. 

2.1.1  Airplane Mode 

Traditional airplane propellers primarily create thickness, loading, and broadband noise 

[22]. Loading and thickness noise are both rotational noise sources that depend on the rotation of 

the blade and produce periodic tones related to the blade-passage period, given by equation 1.  

 
𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 =

1

𝐵𝑁𝑏
 

(1) 

Here, Nb is the number of blades and B is the rotational speed. The product, BNb, is the 

blade passage frequency (BPF). Propeller rotational noise occurs at multiples of the blade passage 

frequency, referred to as harmonics. Figure 17 [22] provides a schematic representation of typical 

propeller rotational noise signatures in the time and frequency domains.  

Loading noise is caused by the air pressure fluctuations created by the thrust and torque (or 

lift and drag) forces on the rotating blades. Loading noise is directed behind the rotor in airplane 

mode and is most noticeable at low-to-moderate air speeds [22]. Thickness noise is caused by the 

volume displacement of air by the blade. As the blade moves, it pushes the air aside, which can be 
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represented as a periodic introduction and removal of air. Because thickness noise is related to 

blade volume, it is higher for thicker or larger blades. Thickness noise is typically less noticeable 

than loading noise but increases in importance at high air speeds [22]. Thickness noise is mostly 

directed in the plane of the rotor.  

 

 

Figure 17: Characteristics of propeller rotational noise in time and frequency domain [22]. 

As opposed to the periodic loading and thickness noise, broadband noise contains a wider 

frequency range and is BPF independent. Multiple sources contribute to broadband noise including 

unsteady blade loading, inflow disturbance on the leading edge, or turbulence at the trailing edge. 

For full-scale propellers in normal flight conditions, the broadband noise contribution is typically 

a minor part of the total noise [22]. Broadband noise is most noticeable at low air speeds, before 

rotational sources become dominant. 
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Propeller noise reduction techniques fall into two main categories: operating conditions 

and blade design. Noise can be reduced by reducing the blade tip speed - all aeroacoustic rotor 

noise sources increase with increasing rotor rotational speed because of additional turbulence and 

aerodynamic pressure on the blades [22]. Near supersonic speeds, compressibility and high-speed 

impulsive effects contribute to overall noise levels, so high advancing-tip Mach numbers (above 

0.875) are avoided in normal flight operations [22]. However, slower rotor speeds are often less 

efficient. Airplanes must maintain a certain air speed to remain aloft, so reducing RPM is not 

typically viable. Optimizing blade design for noise control is a more attractive alternative. Loading 

noise can be reduced by increasing the number of blades or increasing the length of the blades and 

thus decreasing the effective air load on the individual blades. Thinner blades reduce thickness 

noise by reducing the amount of air displaced with each rotation. However, these design changes 

also affect propeller performance, and designs optimized only for noise reduction are not always 

feasible [22].  

2.1.2  Helicopter Mode 

Helicopter blade aerodynamics are more complex than airplane propeller aerodynamics 

[22]. Though the aeroacoustic noise generating mechanisms of rotors and propellers are similar, 

helicopter noise is generally higher than airplane noise [22]. The noise sources also depend on the 

flight mode [22]: forward flight or hover (Figure 18). In hover, the rotor is horizontal, and the rotor 

pushes the air downwards. In forward flight, the rotor is angled forward and pushes the air down 

and backwards.  

In hover mode, thickness and loading are the primary noise sources [57], which are created 

by the same mechanisms as discussed for airplane mode. In forward flight, the aerodynamic 

behavior is more complicated due to the velocity asymmetry and blade flapping [22]. This leads 

to more wake ingestion and impulsive noise, such as high-speed impulsive (HSI) noise and blade-
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vortex interaction (BVI) noise [22]. HSI noise – often the dominant noise source that occurs as 

shocks begin to form on the blade surface and increases in significance as the advancing tip Mach 

number approaches transonic levels - is an extreme case of thickness noise, characterized by a 

sharp negative acoustic pressure peak (Figure 19).  

 

Figure 18: Illustration of helicopter forward-flight and hover operating modes. 

BVI occurs when a blade passes through the tip vortices from a previous blade rotation. 

This interaction produces a rapid change in blade loading and results in impulsive noise. BVI 

occurs at specific points along the blade path, as illustrated in Figure 20 for a descent maneuver. 

 

Figure 19: Sample helicopter acoustic pressure waveform illustrating contribution of impulsive 

noise sources (UH-1H) [22]. 
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Figure 20: BVI locations along rotor tip path in partial power descent [22]. 

BVI is most likely to occur in descent maneuvers, when rotor blades pass through the 

downwash from the previous blade rotation (Figure 21). In level flight, most turbulent air is forced 

below the plane of the rotor. In descent, the rotor moves into the turbulent air.  

 

Figure 21: Effect of level flight and descending flight on BVI noise [22]. 
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Broadband noise in helicopter mode is caused by turbulence ingestion, tip and trailing edge 

effects, and vortex shedding. When compared to the rotational noise sources, broadband noise is 

relatively small in helicopter mode [22].  

Noise directivity plays a large role in community annoyance [12,22]. Since helicopters 

generally fly closer to the ground than airplanes, rotor noise directivity is an important noise 

control parameter. In a normal helicopter flight, loading and broadband noise are projected 

primarily below the rotor, while thickness and impulsive noise are directed in the plane of the 

rotor. Blade-vortex interaction noise is directed downwards and away from the rotor, as shown in 

Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22: Directionality of helicopter rotor noise sources [58]. 

2.1.3  Transition Mode 

 

Research and commercial agencies have developed capabilities to characterize and predict 

helicopter and airplane propeller acoustics. However, the same level of expertise has not been 

established for tiltrotors, which have more complex aerodynamics and aeroacoustics due to the 

multiple flight modes. Airplane mode and helicopter mode in a tiltrotor vehicle generate similar 
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noise mechanisms to standard helicopters and airplanes. The differences are primarily due to 

transition mode, dual-rotor effects, and rotor-wing interactions [58].  

As discussed in Chapter 1, dual-rotor effects and rotor-wing interactions are expected to 

contribute significantly to overall noise levels and create noise-generating mechanisms like the 

fountain effect [21]. Additionally, tiltrotor blade designs differ from helicopter rotors and airplane 

propellers to allow the tiltrotor vehicle to operate in both flight modes. Tiltrotor blades generally 

have thicker airfoils and higher twist than traditional helicopter blades, which causes higher blade 

loading in helicopter mode. Tiltrotor rotors are larger than typical propellers, reducing blade 

loading in airplane mode. Helicopter blades are designed to flex aerodynamically, while tiltrotor 

rotors are stiffer like airplane propellers, affecting blade loading and aerodynamics.  

Transition mode has not been completely characterized by previous tests, but experts 

predict that high-speed impulsive and blade-vortex interaction noise will dominate transition mode 

acoustics [22]. Tiltrotor noise is extremely dependent on flight conditions, as discussed in the 

literature review. The specific effects of flight condition on aeroacoustic noise are discussed in the 

results of this thesis. 

2.2  Proprotor Acoustic Data Processing Techniques 

Sound travels through the air as pressure waves. These pressure waves are measured by 

microphones using thin, tensioned diaphragms that vibrate under the incident sound pressure 

waves [22]. This vibration is converted to an electrical signal that can be recorded using a data 

acquisition system and then be converted to the corresponding instantaneous pressure level in 

pascals using the microphone calibration constant [59]. The measured acoustic signals are typically 

processed further to remove background and random noise and to create a clearer acoustic 

signature for further analysis.  However, though signal processing is often required to separate the 
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signal from the noise and elucidate significant acoustic trends it must be done carefully to avoid 

eliminating relevant information.  

2.2.1  Signal Filtering  

Signal filters, like low-pass, high pass, band-pass, and band-reject, are commonly used to 

eliminate unwanted frequencies from measured data, shown in Figure 23 [60]. Low-pass filters 

admit data at frequencies below a designated cutoff frequency, while high-pass filters pass 

frequencies above the cutoff frequency. A band-pass filter passes frequencies in a specific range 

and a band-reject filter removes frequencies in a specific range. High-pass filters are commonly 

used in acoustic studies to reduce the impact of frequencies below the threshold of human 

hearing and to reduce aliasing effects [59].  

 

Figure 23: Low-pass, high pass, band-pass, and band-reject filter types. 
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2.2.2  Sampling Rate  

Acoustic data is typically captured at a high sampling rate to accurately measure high-

frequency noise. The Nyquist theorem states that the original sample can be reconstructed if it is 

captured at a rate of twice the highest signal frequency [59]. For example, the sampling rate must 

be at least 10 kHz (10,000 samples per second) to measure a 5 kHz signal. Sampling rates below 

the Nyquist frequency do not accurately characterize the original signal and can cause aliasing 

(measuring trends that do not exist in the signal). Sampling rates above the Nyquist frequency are 

preferred to accurately characterize the amplitudes of the signal. Humans ears can detect noise 

from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz but are most sensitive to noise in the lower frequency range between 

2,000 and 5,000 Hz [61]. Thus, rotor noise is generally calculated from 100 to 10,000 Hz to 

encompass all significant noise sources [62]. Rotor periodic noise is generally considered most 

significant up to the 50th blade passage harmonic [22], which corresponds to approximately1,500 

Hz at the test conditions in the TTR Checkout Test. 

2.2.3  Signal Averaging 

Rotor noise data is often averaged to reduce the impact of background noise and 

randomness. Harmonic averaging involves averaging the individual revolutions to create a 

representative revolution (Figure 24) and is useful to identify periodic noise sources that depend 

on the rotation of the rotor. This helps reduce the contribution of high and low frequencies that do 

not significantly affect the overall noise level. Time averaging follows a similar procedure, except 

with a set time amount (.5 seconds, 5 seconds, etc.) rather than the time of a single rotor rotation. 

Time averaging is useful for investigating broadband noise sources at different frequencies [31, 

62]. Averaging can act as a low-pass filter, with the cutoff frequency decreasing with increasing 

number of averages [22]. The frequencies of interest determine the ideal averaging method, and 

analysis is often necessary to ensure that the data is not distorted by the averaging process.  
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Figure 24: Harmonic averaging technique to create representative revolution. 

2.2.4  Acoustic Plots 

Acoustic data can be viewed in the time domain or the frequency domain. An acoustic 

pressure time history is typically used to view acoustic trends in relation to time or rotor position, 

as shown in Figure 25 for a three-bladed rotor operating in airplane mode. Three distinct acoustic 

pressure pulses appear due to the three blade passages. The time for a single rotation is equated to 

rotor position from 0° to 360°, as represented on the x-axis. Acoustic pressure time histories are 

used to identify harmonic noise sources that occur because of the blade motion, like loading and 

thickness noise as shown in Figure 25. 

Periodic acoustic pressure pulses depend on the rotor blade-passage frequency, leading to 

strong harmonic noise components in the frequency domain. Harmonic components occur at lower 

harmonics of the blade passage frequency and higher frequency sound is from broadband noise 

sources. Plots of acoustic pressure in the frequency domain are used to identify noise sources and 

determine which frequencies are most significant. 
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Figure 25: Sample acoustic pressure time history of airplane mode illustrating loading and 

thickness noise. 

2.2.5  Distance Correction 

As sound waves propagate outwards, the acoustic energy is distributed over an increasingly 

larger area. The acoustic inverse square law states that sound intensity is inversely proportional to 

the square of the distance of the source, provided that no reflections or reverberations are present 

and the measurements are in the far-field [63]. This is used to apply a distance correction to 

microphone measurements taken at different distances to the source.  

The intensities measured at different locations can be related using the following 

relationship (Equation 2). 

 𝐼2
𝐼1

=
𝑟1

2

𝑟2
2 

(2) 

Here, I is acoustic intensity and r is distance from source to microphone. Sound or acoustic 

intensity is related to acoustic pressure with the following relation (Equation 3). 

 
𝐼 (𝑑𝐵) = 10 log10

𝑃2

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓
2  

(3) 
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Where P is the acoustic pressure in Pa, and pref is the reference acoustic pressure (2 x 10-5 Pa). 

Sound intensity is directly related to sound pressure squared, leading to the following relationship 

(Equation 4-6). 

 𝐼 ∝ 𝑝2 (4) 

 𝑟2
𝑟2

=
𝑝1

𝑝2
 (5) 

 𝑝2 =
𝑝1𝑟1
𝑟2

 (6) 

This relationship was used to adjust acoustic pressure amplitudes taken at different 

microphone distances to the same distance. OASPL (Overall Averaged Sound Pressure Level) is 

also distance-corrected with the inverse square law: either calculated using the scaled time history 

or directly scaled using equation 7. 

 ∆𝑂𝐴𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 10 log (
𝑟2
𝑟1

)2 = 20 log  (
𝑟2
𝑟1

) (7) 

This ∆𝑂𝐴𝑆𝑃𝐿 is added to or subtracted from the original OASPL to account for changing distance. 

The inverse square law only applies for far-field noise measurements, at microphone distances 

where the noise source can be treated as a point source and the sound waves as plane waves [64]. 

In the near field, the sound waves are complex due to wave curvature and circulation effects  

For a simple noise source, the far-field starts at approximately two wavelengths from the 

source [64]. The far field for a real noise source is generally considered to start at a characteristic 

source dimension away from the source, e.g. a rotor diameter away from the rotor hub [27, 64]. 

However, this is not universally accepted within the rotorcraft community and the most reliable 

way to determine far-field distance is to collect microphone data at several distances from the 

source to determine where the inverse square law applies [27, 64].  
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2.2.6 Acoustic Metrics of Rotor Vehicles 

This section describes several noise metrics and their purpose and calculation process.  

SPL 

Decibels are commonly used in acoustics. Humans can hear acoustic pressures from 20 

μPa to over 500 Pa and decibels represent the different magnitudes on a logarithmic scale. Sound 

pressure level in decibels can be found with equation 8. 

 
𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(

𝑃

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓
) 

(8) 

Where P is the sound pressure in Pa and pref is the reference acoustic pressure (20 μPa). SPL is an 

instantaneous metric with no frequency weighting effects. 

OASPL 

Overall Average Sound Pressure Level (OASPL) helps characterize the noise in an acoustic 

test and describes the total acoustic energy at all frequencies. It can be calculated from the acoustic 

measurements in the frequency or time domains (Figure 26). In the time domain, OASPL is 

calculated with equation 9. 

 
𝑂𝐴𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(

𝑃𝑅𝑀𝑆

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓
) 

(9) 

Here, PRMS is the root-mean-squared average pressure over the acoustic time history. In the 

frequency domain, OASPL is calculated by logarithmically adding the discrete spectral sound 

levels (i.e. the acoustic pressure peaks over all frequencies) (Figure 27). Mathematically, this can 

be represented as 

 
𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝑂𝐴𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(∑10

𝑃
10) 

(10) 

Where P are the peak SPL values in dB. 
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Figure 26: OASPL calculation methods in time and frequency domain. 

 

Figure 27: Illustration of SPL peaks to logarithmically add in FFT OASPL calculation. 

BVISPL 

Blade-Vortex Interaction Sound Pressure Level (BVISPL) characterizes impulsive noise 

sources. BVISPL is calculated from the acoustic data in the frequency domain between the 10th 

and 50th blade passage frequencies using equation 10, or with filtered data using equation 9. Figure 

28 shows the 10th and 50th blade passage frequencies for 570 RPM. 
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Figure 28: BVISPL calculation frequencies from 10th–50th BPF at 570 RPM. 

EPNL 

Estimated Perceived Noise Level is a metric commonly used by the FAA for noise certification 

in flyover tests because EPNL estimates human response to aircraft noise by including correction 

factors for noise amount, frequency distribution, tone, and time duration [3]. The process for EPNL 

calculation is defined by the FAA and starts with third-octave sound pressure levels averaged over 

half second intervals. Then, the following steps are taken [3]. 

1. The sound pressure levels are converted to noy -a measure of perceived noisiness- using 

Figure 29 (or its corresponding equations). Then, the sound level in noys is converted to 

perceived noise level in dB (PNdB) using the logarithmic scale shown in Figure 29.  

2. The tone corrected perceived noise level (PNLT) is equal to the tone correction factor plus 

the PNL. The maximum value of PNLT is PNLTM.  

3. A duration factor is computed by integrating the PNLT vs. time curve with equation 12.  

 
𝐷 = 10 log [(

1

𝑇
)∫ antilog (

𝑃𝑁𝐿𝑇

10
)𝑑𝑡

𝑡(2)

𝑡(1)

] − 𝑃𝑁𝐿𝑇𝑀 
(11) 
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4. The tone correction factor, C, is calculated to account for spectral trends that are more 

psychoacoustically bothersome to human hearing (Figure 30). 

5. Estimated perceived noise level in EPNdB equals the PNLTM plus the duration factor D.  

In this test, duration factor was not applicable so a modified EPNL is presented, which is equal 

to the tone-corrected perceived noise level.  

 

Figure 29: Noy and PNLdB scale for EPNL calculation [3]. 

 

Figure 30: Tone correction factor chart and equations [3].  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes the test facilities and equipment used to complete the TTR Checkout 

Test, including the NFAC facility, TTR, rotor control system, microphones, acoustic data 

collection system, and test variables.  

3.1  NFAC 

The TTR Checkout Tests were conducted at the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics 

Complex at NASA Ames Research Center. The NFAC, shown in Figure 31, houses the world’s 

two largest wind tunnels: the 80- by 120 Foot Wind tunnel and the 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel.  

 

Figure 31: NFAC facility at NASA Ames Research Center [67]. 

An electric fan drive system, consisting of six 40-foot diameter fans with wood-laminate 

blades, is used to direct air to both test sections (Figure 32). Prior to 2017, each fan had fifteen 

blades. In June 2017, an incident occurred in the 80- by 120- foot test section and a wall panel 

became detached and entered the drive system, severely damaging one of the drive fans and all of 

its blades (Figure 32). In the tunnel drive system, it is important that all blades are identical to 
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create consistent wind tunnel conditions [22]. Instead of manufacturing new blades for all six fans, 

three blades were removed from each fan to create a system of six fans with twelve blades each. 

This change did not have a large impact on the air speeds achievable in each tunnel, but preliminary 

analysis shows the change in number of blades does have an acoustic impact [35]. Since the TTR 

Checkout Test started in March 2017 and ended in November 2018, all tests presented in this thesis 

occurred before this incident and are thus unaffected by the change in drive fan blade number.   

 

Figure 32: NFAC airflow in 80’ by 120’ and 40’ by 80’ mode [67]. 

There are two main types of wind tunnels: open-return wind tunnels that do not recirculate 

the air and closed-return wind tunnels that do [22]. In 80- by 120- mode, the NFAC operates as an 

open-circuit wind tunnel, using a series of vanes to pull in air from the intake vent, through the 

contraction section and test section, and direct it out the exit vent (Figure 32). In 40- by 80- foot 

mode, the NFAC operates as a closed-circuit tunnel using a series of vanes to redirect the air from 

the outlet of the test section through the fan drive system and contraction section before again 
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entering the test section (Figure 32). The NFAC can reach a maximum airspeed of 100 knots in 

80- by 120- mode and 300 knots in 40- by 80- mode. There are advantages and disadvantages to 

each mode. For example, closed wind tunnels recirculate the air, which can introduce additional 

turbulence into the airflow [22] and must be mediated with airflow straighteners and acoustic 

lining. Open circuit wind tunnels experience turbulence due to changing atmospheric conditions 

at the intake, which is difficult to reduce with wind tunnel design. Generally, open-circuit tunnels 

are limited to lower air speeds than closed-circuit tunnels [22].  

The TTR Checkout Test used the 40- by 80- foot test section because of the higher possible 

airspeeds and thicker acoustic lining in the test section. In the 40- by 80- section, the acoustic 

lining is 42 inches deep and composed of fiberglass wedges protected by internal grating and a 

porous cover [22]. After this lining was installed in 1995, the internal dimensions of the tunnel 

changed from 40-foot by 80-foot to 39-foot by 79-foot. The new acoustic lining improved upon 

the aeroacoustic characteristics of the test section with low-to-mid frequency absorption (between 

100 and 2500 Hz) above 94% and high frequency absorption (between 4 and 20 kHz) of at least 

78% [66]. The test section turntable has a shallower acoustic lining, resulting in lower absorption 

in that area [66]. These absorption values are acceptable for most acoustic studies but can affect 

tonal sound data collected at far distances due to reflection interference. Within 20 feet, tonal data 

above 25 Hz has an accuracy of ±1-2 dB. This accuracy decreases as distance increases [66]. 

3.2  TTR 

The TTR is a stationary horizontal-axis rig mounted to the test section turntable with three 

16-foot tall struts. The turntable is rotated to change the rotor orientation in relation to the tunnel 

airflow to simulate airplane and helicopter flight conditions, as shown in Figure 33 where airflow 

is directed into the page. When oncoming air hits the rotor edgewise, the TTR is operating in 
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helicopter mode (αs = 0°) and when air hits the rotor head-on, the TTR is operating in airplane 

mode (αs = - 90°). A summary of the TTR performance capabilities is shown in Table 3.   

  

Figure 33: TTR in NFAC 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel in helicopter and airplane modes [67]. 

Table 3: TTR capabilities and dimensions. 

Wind Speed 300 knots (airplane mode) or 180 knots (helicopter mode) 

Rotor Speed 126-630 RPM 

Rotor Thrust 20,000 lb steady; 30000 lb peak 

In-plane force 5000 lb steady; 10,000 lb peak 

Moment 30,000 ft lb steady, 60,000 ft lb peak 

Shaft Torque 48,000 ft lb steady; 72,000 ft lb peak 

Power  5000 hp steady; 6000 hp peak 

Length 435 in 

Width (main nacelle) 85 in 

Width (including pylons) 140 in 

Depth (main nacelle) 67 in 

Weight, including rotor) 60,000 lb 

  

Measurement instrumentation on the TTR provided accurate test data on rotor forces and 

torques [67]. Strain gauges and force sensors were applied to the TTR and rotor blades to obtain 

loads and deflection data. An optical encoder generated a signal at each rotation, providing an 
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accurate measurement of blade location [37, 51]. The rotor is powered with four motors, rated up 

to 5000 hp of total continuous power, as shown in Figure 34.  

 

Figure 34: TTR with aerodynamic shell open [67]. 

3.3  Rotor and Rotor Controls 

The rotor used in the TTR Checkout test was provided by Bell Helicopter. The design was 

derived from the Bell/Augusta Aerospace experimental tiltrotor vehicle, the Leonardo AW609 

[67] [20]. The TTR rotor did not have deicing or pendulum absorbers like the production AW609 

rotors and featured additional instrumentation for wind tunnel testing. Table 4 summarizes the test 

rotor characteristics. 

The rotor attaches to the hub and spinner as shown in Figure 35. The rotor blade is attached 

to the hub, which is covered by the spinner with a skirt fairing [68]. The hub is mounted to the 

rotor mast by a gimbal, a pivoted support that allows the rotor to rotate about a single axis. The 

gimbal allows the blades to flap together–as one blade flaps down the other two blades flap up to 

balance it. The hub spring and rotor bearings are elastomeric, constructed with alternating layers 
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of elastomer materials and steel to support loads and deformation in any direction, while 

minimizing vibration transmission.  

Table 4: TTR checkout rotor characteristics. 

Number of blades 3 

Diameter 26 ft 

Disc area (per rotor) 530.9 ft2 

Solidity (thrust weighted) .0908 

Blade Chord (thrust weighted) 14.83 

Blade area (per rotor) 48.2 ft2 

Blade Twist (non-linear) 47.5 deb 

Blade planform Linear taper 

Blade tip shape  Square 

Maximum rotor speed (helicopter mode) 569 RPM 

        Tip Speed 775 ft/sec 

Maximum rotor speed (airplane mode) 478 RPM 

         Tip Speed 651 ft/sec 

Collective range 61.5 deg 

Gimbal limit (flapping stop) +- 11 deg 

Direction of rotation CCW 

 

 

Figure 35: Exploded view of TTR rotor attachment [36]. 
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A conventional swashplate controlled cyclic and collective blade pitch. The swashplate 

uses three long-stroke, dual-motor electric jackscrew actuators to achieve a maximum pitch of 

61.5° [36]. A large range of blade pitch is necessary for the rotor to operate in various flight 

conditions. The control consoles are independent of the NFAC data collection system.  

3.4  Microphones 

Four microphones were installed in the test section to acquire acoustic measurements. 

Figure 36 and Figure 37 show the microphone positions in relation to the hub center in helicopter 

mode. The positive X-direction points upstream to the tunnel airflow, the positive Y-direction 

points downward, and positive Z direction is cross flow with the positive pointing behind the rotor 

in helicopter mode.  

 

Figure 36: Microphone positions within the NFAC 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel with TTR in 

helicopter mode (top and side view). 
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Microphones 1 and 2 were free-field G.R.A.S. 40 AC ½” microphones with G.R.A.S. 26 

AJ ½” preamplifiers, and were mounted on 5.625-foot struts (Figure 36). Microphones 3 and 4 

were precision surface G.R.A.S. 40 LS ¼” CCP microphones with G.R.A.S. AG0002 CCP input 

adapters, and were floor mounted in the test section, above the acoustic lining. The microphone 

signals were pre-amplified at the source to reduce signal loss from the long wiring runs from the 

test section to the control room (over 200 feet).   

 

Figure 37: Microphone positions within the NFAC 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel with TTR in 

helicopter mode (down-wind view). 

Microphone locations were chosen to measure the predicted peak blade-vortex-interaction 

noise in helicopter mode. Microphone 3’s location is the same relative to the rotor as a microphone 

used in a previous XV-15 test to allow for comparison, which is available in [30, 31, 34]. 

Microphone locations did not distort the airflow to the rotor in any flight mode [34]. Table 5 shows 

microphone position coordinates. 
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Table 5: Microphone positions with respect to hub center. 

Mic # X/R Y/R Z/R Distance (R, ft)  

1 1.85 1.07 2.15 3.03 

2 .92 1.07 2.46 2.84 

3 2.66 1.54 1.12 3.27 

4 2.15 1.54 1.54 3.06 

 

Mic # Azimuth (deg) Elevation (deg) 

1 1.85 1.07 

2 .92 1.07 

3 2.66 1.54 

4 2.15 1.54 

3.5  Data Collection 

Two data acquisition systems were used to record acoustic data: the default NFAC Digital 

Data Acquisition System (DDAS), which records data for all sensors [35] [51], and the NASA 

supplied Dewetron Trendcorder Data Acquisition System, which was used for acoustic data. The 

additional Dewetron system was used in case of NFAC system failure and for its higher maximum 

sampling rate. The DDAS collected data at a rate of 2,048 samples per revolution (about 20,000 

samples per second at 570 RPM) and the Dewetron recorded data at 50,000 samples per second. 

Encoder data was used to separate revolutions and correlate the two data acquisition systems. A 

start trigger, 1/rev, and 2,048/rev pulse signal were sent from the NFAC DDAS to the Dewetron 

Trendcorder to be used in post-processing.  

Figure 38 shows the acoustic data recording setup and components. Microphone cables 

were routed from the test section to the microphone power supply in the control room (G.R.A.S. 

12 AG 8-channel Power Module), which provided individual microphone gain control and filtered 

the microphone output signal with a 3-pole Butterworth high-pass filter with a -1 dB cutoff at 20 

Hz, used for anti-aliasing purposes. The microphone gains were set and recorded before each test 
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to maximize signal-to-noise ratio. From the power supply, the signal was split to the Dewetron 

Trendcorder and NFAC DDAS to be recorded. A fixed-frequency pistonphone (G.R.A.S. Type 

42AA) with an output of 114 dB at 250 Hz was used to calibrate the microphones before each run 

and included corrections for atmospheric conditions. Operators monitored near real-time displays 

for irregular microphone behavior.  

 

Figure 38: NFAC 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel acoustic data collection setup [35]. 

3.6  Test Conditions 

Over 1,000 tests were performed during the TTR Checkout Test series. Several flight 

parameters were analyzed - sweeps of rotor shaft angle (αs) were performed by changing turntable 

position, advancing tip Mach number (MAT) by changing wind tunnel velocity, and cruise blade 

loading (CT/σ) by changing blade collective. Other parameters include μ (advance ratio) and MTIP 
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(blade tip Mach number). A summary chart of all tests performed is available in [51]. Appendix A 

presents the data points and run conditions of the figures in this thesis. 

Background noise was measured for all test conditions by performing the test and 

collecting acoustic data without the rotor installed. These measurements were used to evaluate 

noise from the tunnel drive system, TTR mechanical noise, and noise from airflow over the test 

hardware and microphones.   
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

In this chapter, TTR Checkout Test acoustic results are used to evaluate data processing 

methods, data quality, and acoustic relationships with flight parameters.  

4.1  Data Processing Method Evaluation 

Data processing modifies the original data to make trends clearer or to remove unwanted 

signal noise. The following checks are done to observe the effect of different data processing 

methods on the overall noise metrics and to ensure that all harmonic noise is captured. It should 

be noted that the acoustic metrics presented in this section are meant to serve only as comparison 

between the different averaging and calculation methods, not as final acoustic results for a specific 

flight condition.  

4.1.1  Need for Evaluation 

The calculation process must be evaluated to ensure that no harmonic noise components 

are being lost through averaging or other calculation techniques. Several factors may affect the 

accuracy of the calculations, including sampling rate, averaging method, metric calculation 

method, and peak alignment. While this data was acquired under controlled aeroacoustic wind 

tunnel conditions and is thus less affected by extraneous variables, there is still spread in the data. 

Figure 39 shows 128 revolutions for helicopter, transition, and airplane mode. All 128 revolutions 

have the same acoustic signature shape but vary slightly in azimuthal position and peak acoustic 

pressure values. Helicopter and transition mode have more spread in the data due to the impulsive 

noise contributions. Appendix A lists the test run and flight conditions for each figure.  

Figure 40 shows 128 revolutions for helicopter, transition, and airplane mode in the 

frequency domain, with the individual revolutions shown in various colors and the harmonically 

averaged revolution shown in black. There is a large range of frequency components between the 
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individual revolutions, and the harmonic average has lower SPL values than the individual 

revolutions for all frequencies above 200 Hz for airplane and transition modes and above 2000 Hz 

for helicopter mode. This is due to the low-pass filtering effect of harmonic averaging and 

averaging-out of random and broadband noise at higher frequencies.  

 

Figure 39: Acoustic pressure time history for 128 revolutions for a) helicopter mode (μ = 0.125, 

CT/σ = 0.075, αs = 0°, MAT = 0.770), b) transition mode (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.0493, αs = -45°, MAT 

= 0.767), and c) airplane mode (μ = 0.0328, CT/σ = 0.0549, αs = -90°, MAT = 0.770). 

The difference in SPL between the harmonic average and the individual revolutions shows 

that not all acoustic energy was captured by the revolution-averaging technique. Averaging is 
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intended to remove some noise in the data, but further analysis was necessary to determine that 

the data processing process does not affect the overall noise metrics. The following analyses 

investigated the variance between revolutions and the effects of various averaging and calculation 

techniques on the final acoustic results. 

 

Figure 40: Individual revolution and representative revolution frequency spectrum results for a) 

helicopter mode (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, αs = 0°, MAT = 0.770), b) transition mode (μ = 0.125, 

CT/σ = 0.0493, αs = -45°, MAT = 0.767), and c) airplane mode (μ = 0.0328, CT/σ = 0.0549, αs = -

90°, MAT = 0.770). 

4.1.2  OASPL Calculation Effects 

 As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, there are multiple ways to calculate OASPL. 

Figure 41 shows four possible routes in which OASPL can be calculated from the initial data; the 

individual revolutions may be considered individually, or harmonically averaged to create a 
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representative revolution. Then, OASPL can be calculated from the frequency domain or the 

time domain. These four methods are compared to evaluate differences in OASPL.  

 

Figure 41: OASPL calculation method evaluation flowchart. 

The RMS OASPL of the representative revolution is calculated using equation 13.  

 
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑂𝐴𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑃𝑅𝑀𝑆

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓
) 

(12) 

Where PRMS is the RMS pressure of the harmonically averaged revolution and pref is the threshold 

of human hearing. A representative helicopter mode run (μ=.125, CT/σ = .075, MAT = 0.770, and 

αs=0°) is used to evaluate each calculation method. The representative time history OASPL for 

this run was 117.44 dB. OASPL can also be calculated for each revolution individually using the 

RMS pressures from each revolution. The mean OASPL value is the averaged revolution OASPL, 

represented by equation 13: 

 
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑂𝐴𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (20 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

�⃑� 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓
) 

(13) 

Where �⃑�  is a vector containing the 128 RMS pressures from each revolution. Figure 42 shows the 

RMS OASPL variation throughout 128 revolutions, with an averaged revolution OASPL of 117.58 
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dB. The percent difference between the representative time history OASPL and averaged 

revolution OASPL is 0.26%. The OASPL can be calculated from the acoustic pressure in the 

frequency domain by logarithmically adding the acoustic pressure peaks over all frequencies, as 

shown in equation 14.  

 
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝑂𝐴𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(∑10

𝑃
10) 

(14) 

Where P are the peak acoustic pressure values in dB. The FFT OASPL is 117.36 dB. 

 

Figure 42: Helicopter mode RMS OASPL and mean calculated for 128 revolutions (μ = .125, 

CT/σ = .075, MAT = 0.770, and αs=0°). 

An averaged revolution FFT OASPL is calculated using the FFT OASPL values from each 

revolution. The FFT OASPL’s varied from 116.98 dB to 117.97 dB throughout the 128 

revolutions, with a mean value of 117.46 dB. There was less than 0.12% or 0.22 dB difference in 

overall acoustic metrics using any of these methods (Table 6). 
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Table 6: OASPL values from all calculation methods for helicopter mode (μ = .125, CT/σ = .075, 

MAT = 0.770, and αs=0°). 

OASPL Method OASPL 

(dB) 

Percent Difference to 

Representative Time History 

Method (%) 

Representative RMS OASPL 117.44 - 

Averaged Revolution RMS OASPL 117.58 0.119 

Representative FFT OASPL 117.36 0.068 

Averaged Revolution FFT OASPL 117.46 0.017 

 

The same calculation methods were applied to a representative transition mode run with μ 

= 0.125, CT/σ = 0.0493, MAT= 0.767, and αs = - 45° (Table 7). A difference of less than 0.12% or 

0.13 dB difference was observed between the OASPL calculated using the four methods.  

Table 7: OASPL values from all calculation methods for transition mode. 

OASPL Method OASPL (dB) Percent Difference to 

Representative Time History 

Representative RMS OASPL 115.77 - 

Averaged Revolution RMS OASPL 115.90 0.112 

Representative FFT OASPL 115.77 0.000 

Averaged Revolution FFT OASPL 115.88 0.095 

 

Figure 43 shows the RMS OASPL for each revolution and the averaged-revolution OASPL 

for a transition mode test condition, ranging from 115.3 dB to 116.8 dB. The percent differences 

between the calculation methods are the lowest in airplane mode with less than 0.01% or 0.02 dB 

difference, likely because airplane mode does not cause impulsive noise [35]. Figure 52 shows the 

FFT OASPL for each revolution. 
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Figure 43: Transition mode RMS OASPL and mean calculated for 128 revolutions (μ = 0.125, 

CT/σ = 0.0493, MAT= 0.767 and αs = - 45°). The percent differences between the calculation 

methods are the lowest in airplane mode with less than 0.01% or 0.02 dB difference, likely 

because airplane mode does not cause impulsive noise [22]. Figure 44 shows the FFT OASPL 

for each revolution. 

Table 8 shows the OASPL method comparison for a representative airplane mode flight 

condition with μ = 0.0328, CT/σ = 0.0549, MAT = 0.712, and αs = - 900. The percent differences 

between the calculation methods are the lowest in airplane mode with less than 0.01% or 0.02 dB 

difference, likely because airplane mode does not cause impulsive noise [22]. Figure 44 shows the 

FFT OASPL for each revolution. 

Table 8: OASPL values from all calculation methods for airplane mode. 

 

OASPL Method OASPL (dB) Percent Difference to 

Representative Time History 

Representative RMS OASPL 116.14 - 

Averaged Revolution RMS OASPL 116.15 0.009 

Representative FFT OASPL 116.13 0.006 

Averaged Revolution FFT OASPL 116.14 0.001 
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Figure 44: Airplane mode FFT OASPL and mean calculated for 128 revolutions (μ = 0.0328, 

CT/σ = 0.0549, MAT = 0.712, and αs = - 90°). 

OASPL differed by less than 0.2% for any flight condition between the calculation methods 

considered. Overall noise metrics in decibels were not sensitive to slight changes in averaging or 

calculation techniques. Harmonic averaging reduced high frequency noise content, which was 

lower in amplitude than the primary rotor noise that occurred below 4,000 Hz (Figure 40). Due to 

the logarithmic nature of decibels, the lower frequency noise at higher amplitudes dominated the 

OASPL [22]. Also because of the logarithmic scale, sound pressure level in decibels is not 

sensitive to slight changes in acoustic pressure. In the rest of this thesis, OASPL calculations use 

the representative time history RMS method.  

4.1.3  Peak Relocation Evaluation 

Peak acoustic pressure occurs at a slightly different time for each revolution. This 

difference may be due to encoder response, RPM variation, or test rig vibration. The dislocation 

may cause an averaging-out effect and reduce the overall amplitude of the acoustic pressure peaks 

when averaged as shown in Figure 45. This phenomena has been documented in other rotor 
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acoustic studies due to imprecise RPM control and measurement and data revolution manipulation 

techniques have been developed to mitigate its effect [17, 43, 44, 46]  

 

Figure 45: Peak movement illustration for helicopter mode (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, MAT = 

0.767, and αs = 0°). 

To investigate the effect of the dislocation in this study, the data was shifted to align the 

pressure peaks of each revolution to the averaged peak location using the process shown in Figure 

46. In this process, the data from the NFAC DDAS was used, so each revolution had 2048 data 

points. To maintain the same number of data points for each revolution, extra data points were 

moved from the beginning of the revolution to the end, or vice versa. Because this peak relocation 

was done only to evaluate potential differences and not to present the final results for any flight 

condition, moving the extra data points was considered acceptable. After the data points were 

shifted, the revolutions were harmonically averaged to calculate OASPL. The MATLAB code 

used for the peak relocation process is provided in Appendix B.  

Peak relocation can align both the positive and negative pressure peaks associated with 

each blade passage, as shown in Figure 47 for a helicopter mode blade passage, where Peak 1 is 

associated with thickness noise and Peak 2 is associated with blade vortex interaction. Peak 
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relocation was evaluated for the significant positive and negative acoustic pressure pulses 

associated with each of the three blades for helicopter and airplane mode.  

 

Figure 46: Visual description of peak relocation technique. 

 

Figure 47: Peak 1, peak 2, and midpoint definition for helicopter mode (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, 

MAT = 0.767, and αs = 0°). 
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Some of the impulsive acoustic pressure peaks had peaks that did not represent the overall 

trend due to sampling rate insufficient to capture a smooth pressure curve, as shown in Figure 48. 

To check whether this affected acoustic results, a moving average was performed on the data. The 

moving average created a smoother data set by replacing each point with the average of the five 

surrounding data points. The average peak location from the moving averaged data was used as 

the desired peak location to shift the original (non-moving averaged) data. The results of the 

moving averaged shift are referred to as the moving-averaged peak relocation.  

 

Figure 48: Moving average peak relocation illustration for helicopter mode. 

Figure 50 shows the results of peak shifting for the first positive pressure peak in helicopter 

mode for μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, and αs = 0° for both the original peak relocation and moving 

averaged peak relocation. Peak relocation reduced data spread in helicopter mode for all blade 

passes. Figure 50 shows a smaller azimuthal range to illustrate the reduced data spread.  
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Figure 49: Peak relocation by first positive peak for helicopter mode for original peak relocation 

and moving averaged peak relocation (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, MAT = 0.767, and αs = 0°). 

 

Figure 50: Peak relocation by first positive peak for helicopter mode illustrating less data spread 

than original data (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, MAT = 0.767, and αs = 0°). 
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For helicopter mode, the azimuthal spread was calculated at the midpoint between the 

negative and positive pressure peaks of the blade passage considered, as illustrated in Figure 51. 

The spread statistics were not calculated for blade passes that were not peak relocated.  

 

Figure 51: Spread calculation area - acoustic pressure time history relocated by first positive 

peak for microphone 1 (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, MAT = 0.767, and αs = 0°). 

Table 9 shows the spread statistics before and after peak relocation for the first blade 

passage. The relocation column refers to the peak on which the relocation was performed. MA 

indicates the data was moved to a moving averaged peak location.  

Table 9: Peak relocation spread range for mid peak-to-peak pressure (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, 

MAT = 0.767, and αs = 0°). 

Relocation  Min Azimuth Max Azimuth Range (deg) 

Original 70.8 71.5 0.704 

1 70.5 73.1 2.637 

MA 1 70.7 71.9 1.230 

2 70.8 71.5 0.703 

MA 2 70.8 71.4 0.527 

Peak relocation did not reduce the midpoint data spread for most positions. The technique 

precisely aligns the data at the relocation point, but this does not always correspond to more aligned 
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data at other azimuthal locations. Table 10 shows the midpoint relocation statistics. Peak 2 (the 

positive pressure peak) is sharper than the negative pressure peak and had a narrower range of 

peak locations. Relocation by peak 2 (and peak 2 moving average) slightly reduced the spread in 

midpoint location because of the extra precision. The re-aligned data was harmonically averaged 

to create a representative revolution, from which OASPL was calculated. OASPL changed by less 

than 0.04% or .05 dB for any relocation, well within the margin of error for the experiment based 

on the acoustic lining and test equipment limitations. The moving averaged overall noise metrics 

did not differ from the original peak relocated results, suggesting that the sampling rate did not 

affect the peak location significantly. The same analysis was performed for the other two blade 

passages, with similar results (Table 10). 

Table 10: Peak relocation spread statistics for mid peak-to-peak pressure (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 

0.075, MAT = 0.767, and αs = 0°). 

Relocation Variance of Midpoint 

Location 

Standard Deviation of 

Midpoint Location 

OASPL (dB) 

Original 0.034 0.184 117.44 

1 0.187 0.432 117.43 

MA 1 0.067 0.259 117.47 

2 0.024 0.155 117.47 

MA 2 0.018 0.134 117.49 

 

The same analysis was done for a representative airplane mode flight condition (μ = 0.0328, 

CT/σ = 0.0549, MAT = 0.712, and αs = - 90°). Airplane mode does not create the same sharp acoustic 

pressure peaks caused by impulsive noise, so peak relocation was not as effective in reducing data 

spread. Figure 52 shows an example where the revolutions were relocated by the first negative 

pressure peak. The peak shifted revolutions had greater spread than the original data. Relocations 

changed the spread in midpoint location by less than 0.5 azimuthal degrees and changed OASPL 

by less than 0.5 dB (Table 11).  
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Figure 52: Peak relocation by first negative peak for airplane mode showing more data spread 

than original data (μ = 0.0328, CT/σ = 0.0549, MAT = 0.712, and αs = - 90°). 

Table 11: Peak relocation spread and OASPL for airplane mode (μ = 0.0328, CT/σ = 0.0549, MAT 

= 0.712, and αs = - 90°). 

Relocation  Min 

Azimuth 

Max 

Azimuth 

Range 

(deg) 

Variance in 

Loc 

Std. Dev 

in Loc 

OASPL 

(dB) 

Original 70.8 71.5 0.7 0.034 0.184 117.4 

1 70.8 71.5 0.7 0.028 0.166 116.9 

MA 1 70.8 71.5 0.7 0.024 0.154 117.3 

2 70.8 71.5 0.7 0.024 0.155 117.5 

MA 2 70.8 71.4 0.5 0.018 0.134 117.5 

 

Peak relocation changed azimuthal data spread by less than 2° and OASPL by less than 0.6 

dB for all flight condition considered, within the bounds of error for the experiment from 

limitations of the acoustic lining and test equipment. This suggests the spread in the data was 

normal and did not distort the overall noise metrics.  

4.1.4  Sample Rate Evaluation 

TTR acoustic data was recorded with two data acquisition systems: the NFAC DDAS and 

the NASA Dewetron. The DDAS collected data at a rate of 2,048 samples per revolution (19,456 
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Hz at 570 RPM) and the Dewetron collected data at 50 kHz. Figure 53 shows the time history for 

a helicopter mode flight condition with both sample rates. All 128 revolutions are plotted in grey 

with the harmonic average in red. The two averages are compared in the third plot. There is no 

discernable difference between the acoustic pressure time histories from the two sample rates.  

 

Figure 53: Sample rate comparison for acoustic pressure time history in helicopter mode for 

microphone 1 (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, MAT = 0.767, and αs = - 90°) for a) 50 kHz sample rate, 

b) 2048 samples per revolution, and c) harmonic averages. 

The OASPL calculated with 2,048 samples per revolution was 117.444 dB. The OASPL 

calculated with a 50 kHz sample rate was 117.47 dB. The percent difference was 0.02%. According 
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to the Nyquist Theorem, the sample rate should be at least twice the highest desired frequency. 

The primary rotor noise sources that contribute most to OASPL are expected to occur below 4.000 

Hz [57]. Therefore, either sample rate was sufficient to capture the primary noise sources for this 

test. Figure 54 shows the sample rate comparison for airplane mode in the time domain. There is 

no significant difference in the acoustic data between the two sample rates. The OASPL calculated 

with 2,048 samples per revolution was 116.135 dB. The OASPL calculated with a 50 kHz sample 

rate was 116.138 dB. The percent difference was 0.003%.  

  

Figure 54: Sample rate comparison for acoustic pressure time history in airplane mode (μ = 

0.0328, CT/σ = 0.0549, MAT = 0.712, αs = 0°) a) 50 kHz sample rate, b) 2048 samples per 

revolution, and c) harmonic averages. 

Figure 55 shows the acoustic pressure results for all 128 revolutions in the frequency 

domain for both sample rates. The higher sampling rate has a slightly wider band of acoustic 
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pressure at every frequency for both airplane and helicopter mode, illustrating that a reduced 

sampling rate reduced the spread in the data. The most significant rotor noise occurred at lower 

frequencies, where acoustic pressure is higher. Higher SPL values contribute more significantly to 

OASPL due to the nature of logarithmic mathematics. The additional spread did not significantly 

affect the overall noise metrics calculated for any flight condition, with less than 0.1 dB difference.  

 

Figure 55: Sample rate comparison for frequency spectrum in airplane mode (μ = 0.0328, CT/σ = 

0.0549, MAT = 0.712, and αs = 0°) and helicopter mode (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, MAT =  0.767, 

and αs = - 90°). 

4.2  Data Quality 

In this test, data quality was assessed by analyzing background noise, result-repeatability, 

signal-to-noise ratio, sample rate effect, and RPM variation.  
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4.2.1  Background Noise 

In this test, background noise was measured within the wind tunnel for all test conditions. 

During each background noise test, the tunnel airflow was on, the rotor hub was spinning, and all 

test hardware was installed except the rotor blades. Background noise consisted of airflow over 

the test hardware and microphones, TTR mechanical noise, and tunnel drive noise. Figure 56 

shows background noise increasing as tunnel speed increased for airplane mode in OASPL. 

Microphones 3 and 4 measured higher noise at all tunnel speeds because they were floor mounted 

and measured more reflections and boundary layer effects than the stand microphones. 

Microphones 3 and 4 were also closer to the rotation stage, which has thinner acoustic lining than 

the rest of the tunnel [66]. 

 

Figure 56: Background noise for airplane mode for all microphones (RPM = 478, αs = - 90°). 

Figure 57 - Figure 59 show background noise in relation to rotor shaft angle for 60, 105, 

and 160 knots. Background noise did not change significantly with rotor shaft angle for the 60 

knot case with less than 5 dB difference due to differing airflow over the TTR causing different 
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amounts of profile drag and strut noise. Higher differences in background noise are present in the 

105 and 160 knot conditions for the ground microphones, microphones 3 and 4, due to boundary 

layer effects and differing airflow noise over the TTR at different rotor shaft angles. Rotor shaft 

angle - 30° has the highest background noise for 105 and 160 knots, likely due to a flow interaction 

effect with the TTR in that position. Distance correction was not done for the background noise 

plots since there was no primary noise source changing position.  

 

Figure 57: Background noise for various rotor shaft angles for all microphones (V = 60 knots, 

RPM = 570). 

 Background noise for increasing shaft angle are shown in Figure 61 for 60, 105, and 160 

knots for microphone 1, where OASPL increased significantly with tunnel speed with minimal 

change for increasing shaft angle. Microphone 1 measured the same background noise at a rotor 

shaft angle of -90° for the 60 and 105 knot cases, which is coincidental. In general, the noise levels 

were higher for higher wind tunnel speeds due to additional fan noise and airflow noise over the 

test equipment.  
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Figure 58: Background noise for various rotor shaft angles for all microphones (V = 105 knots, 

RPM = 570). 

 

Figure 59: Background noise for various rotor shaft angles for all microphones (V = 160 knots, 

RPM = 570). 

Background noise increased with tunnel wind speed at all frequencies, as shown in Figure 

61 for a helicopter flight condition at 60, 105, and 155 knots. The legend shows OASPL values 

for each case. The difference in background noise SPL between the flight speeds is more apparent 

at frequencies above 4,000 Hz.  
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Figure 60: Background noise at various rotor shaft angles and varying tunnel speeds (RPM = 

569). 

 

Figure 61: Background noise in frequency spectrum for all microphones at 60, 105, and 155 

knots (RPM = 569, αs = - 90°). 
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4.2.2  Result Repeatability 

Repeatability measures the closeness of independent results under the same test conditions. 

Data repeatability was evaluated by comparing blade-to-blade, revolution-to-revolution, and run-

to-run results. To evaluate revolution-to-revolution repeatability, the averaged time history was 

compared to the individual revolution time history. All revolutions follow the same acoustic 

pressure trends for each flight mode, but differ in peak-to-peak acoustic pressure, as shown in 

Figure 62 for helicopter and airplane mode. 

 

Figure 62:  Acoustic pressure time history for individual revolutions and harmonic average for 

a) helicopter mode (αs = - 90°, V = 58 knots, RPM = 569) and b) airplane mode (αs = 0°, V = 61 

knots, RPM = 569). 

 The differences in peak-to-peak acoustic pressure were evaluated by finding the 

maximum and minimum peak values from the 128 revolutions and calculating a maximum peak-
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to-peak acoustic pressure value and a minimum peak-to-peak acoustic pressure value, as shown 

in Figure 63. In helicopter mode, the maximum peak-to-peak acoustic pressure differed from the 

average peak-to-peak acoustic pressure by up to 25%. Airplane mode had less variance, with a 

difference of up to 7% in peak to peak acoustic pressure. While the variance in peak-to-peak 

acoustic pressure is high, the effect on OASPL is low. OASPL changes less than 1 dB between 

the 128 revolutions for helicopter, airplane, and transition mode, within the margin of error for 

this test setup based on limitations of the acoustic lining and measurement equipment. .  

 

Figure 63: Revolution-to-revolution comparison for helicopter mode (αs = 0°, CT/σ = 0.075, 

RPM = 569, μ = 0.126, MTIP = 0.684, MAT = 0.770) and airplane mode (αs = -90°, CT/σ = 0.055, 

RPM = 569, μ = 0.0328, MTIP = 0.689, MAT = 0.712) 

Blade-to-blade repeatability was evaluated by overlaying the harmonically averaged 

acoustic pressure time histories of each blade (Figure 64). For all flight modes, the first pulse 

occurs between azimuth angles 0° to 120°, the second from 120° to 240°, and the third from 240° 
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to 360°. Slight differences in acoustic signature occur due to slight differences in blade shape or 

tracking. Also, Blade 3 featured additional measurement instrumentation, as shown in Figure 65, 

which affected its air loads and noise. Overall differences in peak-to-peak acoustic pressure for 

airplane and transition mode were less than 4 dB and less than 15 dB for helicopter mode.  

 

Figure 64: Blade-to-blade comparison for a) helicopter mode (αs = - 90°, V = 58 knots, MAT = 

0.767, and RPM = 569), b) transition mode (αs = - 45°, V = 58 knots, MAT = 0.777, and RPM = 

570), c) airplane mode (αs = 0°, V = 61 knots, MAT = 0.770, and RPM = 569). 

Run-to-run repeatability was assessed by comparing runs with the same test conditions that 

were performed on different days. Most repeated runs were done for helicopter mode. There were 

not more than two identical runs for transition or airplane mode, so they are not presented. Figure 

66 shows four identical runs for helicopter mode which have the same acoustic signature and have 
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OASPL’s that vary less than 0.2 dB. Similar results would be expected for transition and airplane 

mode as the test facility and equipment were the same.  

 

Figure 65: TTR in NFAC 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel with additional blade 1instrumentation 

[67]. 

 

Figure 66: Run-to-run repeatability for helicopter mode (αs = 0°, CT/σ = 0.050, RPM = 569, μ = 

0.125, MTIP = 0.684, MAT = 0.770, V= 57 knots). 
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4.2.3  Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

Signal-to-noise ratio compares the level of the desired signal to the level of background 

noise to illustrate how much background noise affects the measured results and at which 

frequencies the results are most reliable. Figure 67 shows a representative acoustic time history 

for helicopter mode and background noise. The legend shows the OASPL values for each test 

condition. 

 

Figure 67: Acoustic pressure time history of helicopter mode and background noise (RPM = 

569, V = 60 knots). 
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The background noise results showed no significant pulses or shifts in acoustic pressure 

for any microphone. The OASPL signal-to-noise ratio was sufficient, with at least 25 dB difference 

between the rotor-on and rotor-off conditions. Figure 68 shows the same results in the frequency 

domain.  

 

Figure 68: Frequency spectrum SPL of helicopter mode and background noise for all 

microphones (RPM = 569, V = 60 knots). 

The microphones on struts (microphones 1 and 2) had higher signal-to-noise ratios for all 

frequencies than the surface microphones (microphones 3 and 4) because the surface microphones 

were within the wind tunnel floor boundary layer and measured more airflow noise. Also, rotor 
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noise directionality affected how much noise each microphone detected, which affected signal-to-

noise ratio. Signal-to-noise ratio was also calculated for transition mode (Figure 69) with similar 

results–sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for all microphones and lower signal-to-noise ratio for the 

surface microphones.  

 

Figure 69: Acoustic pressure time history of transition mode and background noise for all 

microphones (αs = - 45°, RPM = 569, V = 60 knots). 

The rotor-on-noise was higher than the background noise for all frequencies in transition 

mode. The stand microphones had higher signal-to-noise ratio than the ground microphones at 

frequencies above 3000 Hz (Figure 70). 
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Figure 70: Frequency spectrum SPL of transition mode and background noise for all 

microphones (αs = - 45°, RPM = 569, V = 60 knots). 

Lastly, signal-to-noise ratio was evaluated for airplane mode. This mode had the lowest 

signal-to-noise ratios because it had the lowest aeroacoustic noise (Figure 71). While the OASPL 

is similar, airplane mode did not produce the sharp acoustic pressure spikes as helicopter and 

transition mode. These calculations did not consider distance correction. As the rotor moved from 

helicopter to airplane mode, it moved closer to the microphones. Therefore, the microphones 

measured similar noise levels for helicopter and airplane mode, even though airplane mode was 

quieter. 
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Figure 71: Acoustic pressure time history of airplane mode and background noise for all 

microphones (αs = -90°, RPM = 569, V = 60 knots). 

The signal-to-noise ratio for airplane mode was at least 20 dB for all microphones, which 

was considered sufficient for further data analysis. The frequency spectrum shows closer signal 

and background acoustic pressure values than other flight conditions (Figure 72).  

Though the signal-to-noise ratio varied between the flight conditions due to the different 

noise mechanisms, all flight conditions had sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for further data analysis.  
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Figure 72: Frequency spectrum SPL of airplane mode and background noise for all microphones 

(αs = - 90°, RPM = 569, V = 60 knots). 

4.2.4  RPM Variation 

RPM variation could cause acoustic differences between revolutions. Encoder data was 

used to find the exact RPM for each revolution (Figure 73). RPM did not significantly change 

throughout the test; a less than 0.5 RPM spread was observed for all the considered cases.   
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Figure 73: RPM per revolution for a) airplane mode (μ = 0.0328, CT/σ = 0.055, MAT = 0.712, and 

αs = 0°) and b) helicopter mode (μ = 0.125, CT/σ = 0.075, MAT = 0.767, and αs = - 90°). 

4.3  Acoustic Relationships 

This section explores the relationships between measured acoustic data and flight 

conditions: rotor shaft angle, cruise blade loading, and advancing tip Mach number.  

4.3.1  Acoustic Metrics and Rotor Shaft Angle 

Rotor noise depends on the orientation of the rotor in relation to the airflow. In a normal 

flight, a tiltrotor takes off vertically and quickly converts to airplane mode, where it spends most 

of the flight until descent. Tiltrotors spend little time at nacelle angles between -75° and -15°. 
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However, transition usually occurs near airports or landing sites, where the noise has a significant 

effect on surrounding communities; therefore, all three flight modes must be characterized. 

In this test, rotor shaft angle was changed by rotating the TTR on the turntable in the NFAC 

40’ by 80’ Foot Wind Tunnel to change the relative angle between the rotor and the oncoming air. 

Figure 74 shows the position of the rotor hub as colored diamonds as it rotates from helicopter 

mode (αs = 0°) to airplane mode (αs = - 90°). The four microphones are shown in red. Microphones 

1 and 2 are mounted on 5.62-foot struts, while microphones 3 and 4 are ground mounted. The blue 

arrows indicate airflow direction within the tunnel.  

 

Figure 74: TTR rotor hub positions at various rotor shaft angles in NFAC 40’ by 80’ Foot Wind 

Tunnel. 
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Figure 75 shows the acoustic pressure time history for various rotor shaft angles at 570 

RPM and V = 57 knots for microphone 1. These results are as-measured, without correction for 

changing distance or angle from the rotor hub to the microphones as the TTR rotates. Thickness 

noise becomes sharper and larger in amplitude between rotor shaft angles - 90° and - 45°. The 

noise sources shift from thickness and loading to impulsive noise between - 45° and - 15°, causing 

the peak-to-peak acoustic pressure to be lower at - 30°. Positive noise spikes from blade vortex 

interaction occur at αs = - 15° and αs = 0°. The acoustic pressure spikes vary in azimuthal location 

due to the relative angle and distance change between the rotor and the microphones. These trends 

occur at all tested tunnel velocities–see Appendix C for velocities of 103, 115, and 126 knots.  

 

Figure 75: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at various rotor shaft angles (RPM = 

570, V = 57 knots). 
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As measured, OASPL is highest at a rotor shaft angle of - 45°, which has the largest peak-

to-peak pressure difference. Figure 76 shows these results in the frequency domain. Harmonic 

noise components are more noticeable at rotor shaft angles of - 15° and 0°, characterized by higher 

noise content at harmonics of the blade passage frequency. The peak frequencies for blade vortex 

interaction are between the 10th and 50th blade passage frequency, from 280 Hz to 1425 Hz at a 

RPM of 570. 

 

Figure 76: Sound pressure level in frequency domain for microphone 1 at various rotor shaft 

angles (RPM = 570, V = 60 knots). 
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It should be noted that the higher sound levels in airplane mode as compared to helicopter 

mode can be misleading - the rotor is closer to the microphones in airplane mode than in helicopter 

mode and thus measure higher sound levels. Distance corrections were applied to normalize the 

microphone distance to the rotor hub. This correction makes the acoustic results as if all 

microphones were the same distance from the rotor hub (considered to be the center of noise) and 

just at different relative angles. The normalized distances are the microphone distances in 

helicopter mode, so the amplitudes of other rotor shaft angles are scaled down proportional to this 

distance. 

The far-field distance is considered to start one rotor diameter from the hub; however this 

depends on flight conditions and noise sources of interest [22].  In this test, the microphones are 

relatively close to the rotor hub; microphone distance tests to determine far-field distance were not 

performed in this test. Table 12 shows the distances at various rotor shaft angles. At rotor shaft 

angles - 60° and - 90°, the microphones are less than one rotor diameter from the hub.  

Table 12: Microphone distances to rotor hub at various rotor shaft angles. 

 Distance in feet 

αs 0 -15 -30 -45 -60 -90 

Mic 1 39.47 36.12 32.30 28.22 24.03 16.90 

Mic 2 36.90 35.00 32.61 29.82 26.70 20.15 

Mic 3 42.61 38.38 34.12 30.24 27.16 25.55 

Mic 4 39.86 36.13 32.23 28.44 25.09 21.74 

       

 Distance in R (rotor radius) 

αs 0 -15 -30 -45 -60 -90 

Mic 1 3.04 2.78 2.48 2.17 1.85 1.30 

Mic 2 2.84 2.69 2.51 2.29 2.05 1.55 

Mic 3 3.28 2.95 2.62 2.33 2.09 1.97 

Mic 4 3.07 2.78 2.48 2.19 1.93 1.67 
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Since the data acquired from these microphones may include near-field effects like 

recirculation, the exact distance-corrected values may not be accurate for measurements taken in 

the near field. However, though distance-corrected values should be treated as approximations, 

they still help elucidate trends in the data and are therefore included in this study.  

Figure 77 shows the results of the inverse square law distance correction. The acoustic 

pressure spikes are closer in magnitude at rotor shaft angles near airplane mode (αs = - 90°, - 60°, 

- 45°). The distance corrected OASPL increases as rotor shaft angle increases. Similar trends 

appear at other tunnel air speeds (See Appendix C).  

 

Figure 77: Distance corrected acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at various rotor 

shaft angles (RPM = 570 and V = 60 knots). 

Similar noise source trends are seen in both the distance-corrected and original acoustic 

pressure time histories. The first negative acoustic pressure peak increases in magnitude as the 
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rotor moves from airplane through transition mode, shifting from thickness noise to high-speed 

impulsive noise at rotor shaft angles - 90° to - 45°. Positive acoustic pressure spikes from blade-

vortex interaction appear at rotor shaft angles - 15° and 0°. Since the rotor noise is extremely 

directional, different noise sources are captured at different rotor shaft angles as the relative angle 

between the TTR and the microphones changes. Results from all four microphones are analyzed 

to investigate the effect of various relative angle changes (See Appendix D). All microphones 

measured similar acoustic trends.  

To better understand the overall relationships between perceived noise and rotor shaft 

angle, modified EPNL, OASPL, and BVISPL are plotted against αs.  Figure 78 shows overall noise 

metrics for various rotor shaft angles at an RPM of 570 and tunnel velocity of 60 knots. These 

values were not distance-corrected. BVISPL increases from rotor shaft angles - 90° to 0° as the 

rotor approaches helicopter mode. As seen in the acoustic pressure time history, impulsive noise 

is present at higher rotor shaft angles, which is represented in the BVISPL. OASPL and modified 

EPNL are highest at a transitional rotor shaft angle of - 45° before distance correction.  

Figure 79 shows distance-corrected overall noise metrics. All distance-corrected noise 

metrics increase as rotor shaft angle increases. Similar trends are seen at all tunnel air speeds (See 

Appendix C). This is expected based on other studies of various rotor flight conditions [22, 43, 

47]. Airplane mode is the quietest operating condition, followed by transition, then helicopter 

mode.  
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Figure 78: Overall noise metrics at various rotor shaft angles for all microphones (RPM = 570 

and V = 60 knots). 
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Figure 79: Distance corrected overall noise metrics for various rotor shaft angles for all 

microphones (RPM = 570 and V = 60 knots). 

4.3.2  Acoustic Metrics and Cruise Blade Loading 

Cruise blade loading, CT/σ, is thrust coefficient divided by rotor solidity. CT/σ affects rotor 

loading noise, caused by the lift and drag pressure field disturbances near the blade [22]. Figure 

80 shows the effect of CT/σ on acoustic time history in helicopter mode. The peak-to-peak acoustic 

pressure values increase as cruise blade loading increases. However, CT/σ does not significantly 

affect OASPL, a trend that has been observed in other rotor acoustic studies [4, 22, 45]. The 
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impulsive acoustic pressure peaks shift location as blade loading increases due to the change in 

blade collective affecting noise directivity.  

 

Figure 80: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at various blade-loading coefficients 

(μ = 0.125, V = 57 knots, αs=0°, RPM = 570). 

Figure 81 shows overall noise metrics for varying blade-loading coefficients. Modified 

EPNL and OASPL do not increase significantly with CT/σ. BVISPL increases with blade loading 

coefficient at CT/σ values of 0.059 to 0.09 because the impulsive peak-to-peak acoustic pressure 

increases. Also, the changing blade collective can alter the wake from the rotor blade tip, affecting 

blade-vortex interaction.  

 Cruise blade loading effect was also investigated for transition mode, as shown in Figure 

82 for αs=-45°. Similar to the helicopter mode flight condition, there is a slight increase in peak-

to-peak acoustic pressure as CT/σ increases, but this does not translate to an increase in OASPL. 
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These trends were also seen for other transition mode rotor shaft angles αs = - 15°, - 30°, and - 60° 

(See Appendix E).  

 

Figure 81: Overall noise metrics at various blade-loading coefficients for all microphones (μ = 

0.125, V = 57 knots, αs = 0°, RPM = 570) 

Figure 83 shows overall noise metrics in relation to blade loading coefficient for a 

transition mode rotor shaft angle of -45°. There was not a strong relationship between any metric 

and cruise blade loading. OASPL increases slightly with blade loading. Microphone 4 experienced 

higher EPNL values, likely due to reflection or reverberation effects from the wind tunnel floor at 

this flight condition. It can be seen that there are no impulsive acoustic pressure spikes in the 

acoustic time history shown in Figure 82; the BVISPL is unable to capture impulsive noise. 

However, it does capture noise from other sources between the 10th and 50th blade passage 

frequency, and is thus included for comparison purposes.  
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Figure 82: Acoustic pressure time history for various blade-loading coefficients for microphone 

1 (μ = 0.200, αs = - 45°, V = 90 knots, RPM = 570). 

 

Figure 83: Overall noise metrics at various blade-loading coefficients for all microphones (μ = 

0.200, αs = - 45°, V = 90 knots, RPM = 570). 
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The overall noise metrics were distance-corrected to allow for direct comparison to 

helicopter mode results (Figure 84). The same trends exist, but amplitudes differ depending upon 

microphone distance. OASPL increases slightly with blade loading and EPNL and BVISPL are 

not affected.  

 

Figure 84: Distance corrected overall noise metrics at various blade-loading coefficients for all 

microphones (μ = 0.200, αs = - 45°, V = 90 knots, RPM = 570). 
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Figure 85 shows the acoustic pressure time history for various blade-loading coefficients 

in airplane mode. Peak-to-peak acoustic pressure and OASPL increase slightly with cruise blade 

loading.  

 

Figure 85: Acoustic pressure time history for various blade-loading coefficients for microphone 

1 (μ = 0.132, αs = - 90°, V = 60 knots, RPM = 565). 

Figure 86 shows overall noise metrics for a rotor shaft angle of -90°. Modified EPNL did 

not change with blade loading. OASPL and BVISPL increased slightly as blade loading increased. 

BVISPL is not a metric intended for airplane propellers because propellers do not generally create 

impulsive noise, but it is included for comparison.  
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Figure 86: Overall noise metrics at various blade-loading coefficients for all microphones (μ = 

0.132, αs = - 90°, V = 60 knots, RPM = 565) 

Distance correction was used to allow for direct comparison of overall noise metrics to helicopter 

mode (Figure 87). The same trends occur, but with different amplitudes. Blade loading increased 

overall noise metrics slightly for all flight conditions considered but did not play a significant 

role in OASPL increase, as found in other rotor acoustic studies [45].  
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Figure 87: Distance corrected overall noise metrics at various blade-loading coefficients for all 

microphones (μ = 0.132, αs = - 90°, V = 60 knots, RPM = 565). 

4.3.3  Acoustic Metrics and Advancing Tip Mach Number 

Advancing tip Mach number relates the speed of the advancing blade tip to the speed of 

sound (Equation 15).  

 
𝑀𝐴𝑇 =

𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑝 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
 

(15) 
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Since MAT affects all rotor noise sources and increases the radiation efficiency of all noise 

sources, the radiated sound waves travel longer distances [22]. Figure 88 shows the relationship 

between advancing tip Mach number and acoustic pressure time history for airplane mode. As MAT 

increased, so did peak-to-peak acoustic pressure values and OASPL and both the loading and 

thickness noise acoustic pressure peaks increased in amplitude. The negative acoustic pressure 

peak shifts to higher azimuthal locations as the advancing tip Mach number increases. This is likely 

due to high-speed impulsive effects as the advancing tip Mach number approaches supersonic 

speeds and shocks form on the blade [22].  

 

Figure 88: Acoustic pressure time history and advancing tip Mach number for microphone 1 

(RPM = 569, αs = - 90°). 

All noise metrics increased with advancing tip Mach number in airplane mode, with the 

most significant increases in BVISPL (Figure 89). BVISPL is meant to capture harmonic tones in 

helicopter mode and is not commonly used for airplane mode, but it is included for comparison.  
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Figure 89: Overall noise metrics at various advancing tip Mach numbers for all microphones 

(RPM = 569, αs = - 90°). 

Distance correction allows direct comparison between all rotor shaft positions (Figure 90). 

All noise metrics trend upwards with MAT. The overall noise levels are lower in airplane mode 

than in helicopter or transition mode.  
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Figure 90: Distance corrected overall noise metrics at various advancing tip Mach numbers for 

all microphones (RPM = 569, αs = - 90°). 

Figure 91 shows acoustic pressure time history at various MAT for transition mode with a 

rotor shaft angle of - 30°. Like airplane mode, peak-to-peak acoustic pressure values and OASPL 

increase with MAT. The negative acoustic pressure spike associated with thickness noise is 

especially affected. As the advancing tip Mach number approaches sonic speeds, the thickness 

noise transforms into high-speed impulsive noise caused by shocks forming on the rotor blade. 
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The negative acoustic pressure peak shifts slightly to higher azimuthal locations as advancing tip 

Mach number increases. This is likely due to high-speed impulsive noise effects [22].  

 

Figure 91: Acoustic pressure time history and advancing tip Mach number for microphone 1 

(RPM = 570, αs = - 30°). 

Overall noise metrics behaved differently for transition mode (Figure 92). OASPL and 

BVISPL increased with MAT, but Modified EPNL did not show as strong a trend and dropped at 

MAT = 0.855 for microphones 3 and 4. Microphone 4 EPNL showed highest values at advancing 

tip Mach numbers 0.803 and 0.838. This is likely due to a directionality effect or reflection effect 

for the ground microphone at these flight conditions because the other microphones do not 

experience the same trend.  
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Figure 92: Overall noise metrics at various advancing tip Mach numbers for all microphones 

(RPM = 570, αs = - 30°). 

Distance correction did not change the overall trends in the data but changed the amplitudes 

to allow for direct comparison with other rotor shaft angles (Figure 93). Overall noise levels are 

higher in transition mode than airplane mode.  
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Figure 93: Distance corrected overall noise metrics at various advancing tip Mach numbers for 

all microphones (RPM = 570, αs = - 30°). 

A sweep of MAT was not done for helicopter mode, so that data is not presented. However, it 

is expected that the same trends would appear and overall noise metrics and peak-to-peak acoustic 

pressure would increase with MAT. The TTR checkout test was cut short due to an incident in the 

NFAC 80- by 120- Foot Wind Tunnel test section in 2017. All wind tunnel operations were halted 

until 2018, when a shorter series of tests was resumed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The TTR Checkout Test was completed in 2018. Four microphones were used to record 

acoustic data, placed near expected peak blade-vortex-interaction noise locations in helicopter 

mode. Here, various acoustic data processing methods were evaluated to determine their effects 

on the resultant acoustic spectrum and overall noise metrics. No significant changes in overall 

noise metrics were found for any data processing method considered. Harmonic averaging reduced 

the broadband and high frequency components of the signal but did not affect the overall noise 

metrics, which are dominated by lower frequency rotor noise. Peak relocation reduced data spread 

near the relocation point but did not lead to significant differences in overall noise metrics. 

Acoustic data quality was evaluated with relation to background noise, result repeatability, signal-

to-noise ratio, and RPM variation. Signal-to-noise ratio was at least 20 dB for all microphones in 

each flight condition. Results repeatability was acceptable revolution-to-revolution, blade-to-

blade, and run-to-run. The different sampling rates from the two data acquisition systems used, the 

NFAC DDAS and the NASA Dewetron, were sufficient to measure the major noise sources, which 

occurred below 4,000 Hz. The encoder measuring blade rotation rate showed that RPM was 

constant throughout the tests.  

The effect of test configuration and data processing on various acoustical parameters was 

evaluated. Acoustic pressure time history changed significantly with rotor shaft angles. Different 

noise sources dominate in different flight modes. Distance correction accounted for changing 

microphone distance as the TTR rotated. As the microphones were in the near-field for some 

measurements, the distance-corrected values were only used for comparison and trend 

identification purposes. Thickness noise became sharper and turned into high-speed impulsive 

noise as the rotor moved from airplane to helicopter mode. Near helicopter mode, blade-vortex-
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interaction caused sharp positive acoustic pressure spikes. For all tunnel speeds, overall noise 

metrics increased as rotor shaft angle decreased. Without distance correction, modified EPNL and 

OASPL were highest in transition mode.  

Cruise blade loading and advancing tip Mach number increased the peak-to-peak acoustic 

pressure for all flight conditions. Larger increases in peak-to-peak pressure and overall noise 

metrics were observed for increasing MAT than CT/σ. Cruise blade loading mainly affected loading 

noise, while advancing tip Mach number affected all rotor noise sources.  

The primary purpose of this test was to check TTR capabilities and functionality; collecting 

acoustic data was a secondary goal and thus only four microphones were used. Additional testing 

with more microphones would provide additional information about noise sources and directivity, 

allowing for more comprehensive conclusions and flight path recommendations. In this test, 

microphones were placed in the acoustic near-field, which is not ideal to accurately characterize 

realistic rotor acoustics. TTR Testing in the 80- by 120- Foot Wind Tunnel would enable 

microphone placement in the acoustic far field and at locations that more realistically simulate 

observers of a tiltrotor flyover. Further analysis of the transition mode data from the TTR Checkout 

Test would help to identify noise radiation directions and apply them to theoretical flight profiles 

to determine possible observer effects. Also, TTR Checkout test results should be used to validate 

CFD simulations in all flight modes. Lastly, more wind tunnel dual-rotor tests would be useful for 

investigating the flow interaction effects between the two rotors, like the fountain effect.   

Tiltrotor vehicles have many advantages over conventional airplanes and helicopters. With 

increasing air traffic, tiltrotor vehicles offer an option for travel that is fast and does not require 

runway space. Urban air mobility is a growing challenge, and with the right noise precautions, 

tiltrotor vehicles could be an advantageous transportation option.  
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A: MATLAB CODE 

This is the subset of MATLAB code used for the peak relocation technique. If other sections of 

code are of interest, the reader is encouraged to reach out to the author at 

kelly.m.shelts@nasa.gov. 

%Mic1_A is 128x2048 double: 128 revolutions with 2048 data 

points each  

 

peak2=Mic1_A(:,startlook:endlook);   

 

%startlook and endlook depend on peak of interest, data points 

between which we expect the acoustic pressure peak. This case is 

for a positive acoustic pressure peak. 

 

[peak2val,peak2loc] = max(peak2'); 
  

%Add initial points to get location in terms of 2048 points 

 
 peak2locf=peak2loc+startlook; 
  

%Desired peak location is mean of all peak locations, rounded to 

nearest point 

 
 desiredpeakloc=round(mean(peak2locf)); 

 

% Calculate difference to move for each revolution and convert 

to degrees for evaluation 

 
  disttomove=desiredpeakloc-peak2locf; 
 revs=1:128; 
 degtomove=disttomove*360/2048; 
 deg=peak2locf*360/2048; 

 

%Define new matrix for relocated revolutions 

 

 correctedmatrix=zeros([128 2048]); 

  
  for i=1:1:128 

%if distance to move is positive 

     if disttomove(i)>0 
            %absolute value 
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         moved=abs(disttomove(i)); 
%need to shift forward, select last few points to move to front                    
         movepart1=Mic1_A(i,2048-moved:2048);   
%concatenate original with points moved to front\ 

         newvec1=[movepart1,Mic1_A(i,:)];   
%grab first 2048 points, removing duplicate points 
         finalvector1=newvec1(1:2048); 
%set matrix row equal to new row 

         correctedmatrix(i,:)=finalvector1;       

 
%if distance to move is negative 

     elseif disttomove(i)<0     
%absolute value 

         moved=abs(disttomove(i)); 
%grab first points to move to end 

         movepart=Mic1_A(i,1:moved);    
%concatenate original with points moved to end 
         newvec=[Mic1_A(i,:),movepart];        
%grab last 2048 points, removing duplicate points 
         finalvector=newvec(moved:2047+moved); 
%set matrix row equal to new row 

         correctedmatrix(i,:)=finalvector;     

 
%if peak is already at desired location 

     elseif disttomove(i)==0  
% set equal to original matrix values 

         correctedmatrix(I,😊=Mic1_A(I,😊; 
     end  
 end  

  
% correctedmatrix is used for additional calculations 
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B: TEST CONDITIONS FOR EACH PLOT 

Figure  Run  Point  Figure  Run  Point 

39,40 107 38  59 33 8 

  74 27    33 9 

  91 13    33 45 

42 107 38    22 33 

43 91 13    22 50 

44 74 27    33 16 

45, 47, 48, 49,50, 51, 53 107 38 
 

  22 67 

52,54 74 27    33 20 

55 107 38    33 21 

  74 27    33 24 

56 14 26    33 26 

  14 7    33 28 

  14 8    33 31 

  14 9  60 14 25 

  14 20    18 7 

  14 19    22 22 

  14 12    22 39 

  14 13    22 58 

  14 16    22 73 

  14 15    22 101 

57 14 25    31 12 

  18 7    31 14 

  22 22    31 15 

  22 39    31 16 

  22 58    22 46 

  22 73    31 19 

  22 101    31 21 

58 31 12    22 165 

  31 14    22 150 

  31 15    31 36 

  31 16    33 8 

  22 46    33 9 

  31 19    33 45 

  31 21    22 33 

  22 165    22 50 

  22 150    33 16 

  31 36    22 67 

      33 20 

      33 21 

      33 24 

      33 26 

      33 28 

      33 31 
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Figure  Run  Point  Figure  Run  Point 

61 107 38  88,89,90 105 16 

  74 27    105 29 

  91 13    105 40 

62,63 107 38    105 49 

  22 101  91,92,93 89 24 

64 90 78    89 38 

  22 27    90 36 

  107 38    90 45 

66 86 18    90 52 

  87 65   94,95,96,97 105 41 

  88 32     93 47 

  91 34     91 20 

67,68 105 20     90 39 

  31 11     88 13 

69,70 90 78   98,99,100,101 104 37 

  22 27    93 59 

71,72 105 20    91 32 

  31 11    90 48 

73 107 38    88 30 

  74 27  102,103,104,105 104 37 

75,76,77,78,79 105 17    93 69 

  94 10    93 26 

  90 78    90 54 

  90 56 
 

107, 108, 109, 

110,111,112 
105 15 

  88 12    94 10 

  86 17    90 78 

80,81 85 16    90 56 

  85 17    88 12 

  85 27    86 17 

  85 29  113,114,115,116 86 24 

  85 30    86 28 

82,83,84 90 68    86 30 

  90 70    86 34 

  90 71  117,118,119 89 23 

  90 72    89 26 

  90 73    89 29 

  90 74    89 32 

  90 75    89 34 

  90 76  120,121,122 93 44 

85,86,87 75 19    93 46 

  75 21    93 48 

  75 23    93 49 

  75 25    93 51 

  75 27     
  75 29     
  75 30     
  75 31  
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Run Point αs CT/σ RPM μ MTIP MAT V (knots) MTUN 

14 7 -90.000 -0.000440 478.33 0.1560 0.5804 0.6708 60.2060 0.0904 

14 8 -90.000 -0.000235 478.38 0.2472 0.5801 0.7233 95.3744 0.1431 

14 9 -90.000 -0.000169 478.34 0.3526 0.5801 0.7843 136.0340 0.2042 

14 12 -90.000 -0.001900 478.19 0.5696 0.5794 0.9088 219.7150 0.3294 

14 13 -90.000 -0.002348 478.26 0.6301 0.5794 0.9438 243.0820 0.3644 

14 15 -90.000 -0.003958 478.12 0.7123 0.5763 0.9861 274.6840 0.4098 

14 16 -90.000 -0.003856 478.28 0.6911 0.5757 0.9729 266.6170 0.3971 

14 19 -90.000 -0.002155 477.93 0.5159 0.5730 0.8681 198.8640 0.2951 

14 20 -90.000 -0.001723 478.09 0.4428 0.5726 0.8256 170.7370 0.2530 

14 25 -90.000 -0.000477 478.12 0.1579 0.5726 0.6629 60.9032 0.0903 

14 26 -90.000 -0.000446 477.99 0.0000 0.5721 0.5721 0.0176 0.0000 

18 7 -74.950 0.000214 569.21 0.1323 0.6843 0.7747 60.7543 0.0903 

22 22 -59.894 0.000557 569.23 0.1316 0.6870 0.7772 60.4113 0.0902 

22 27 -44.852 0.000512 569.37 0.1311 0.6865 0.7764 60.2237 0.0898 

22 33 -44.852 0.002039 569.09 0.3328 0.6877 0.9160 152.7420 0.2283 

22 39 -44.852 0.001029 568.79 0.1317 0.6846 0.7745 60.4033 0.0899 

22 46 -29.803 0.002075 569.93 0.2263 0.6871 0.8423 104.0460 0.1551 

22 50 -29.803 0.004403 569.77 0.3333 0.6874 0.9160 153.1710 0.2286 

22 58 -29.803 0.001754 499.10 0.1516 0.6001 0.6908 61.0103 0.0907 

22 67 -15.041 0.006548 569.36 0.3339 0.6862 0.9148 153.3450 0.2286 

22 73 -15.041 0.002147 569.37 0.1328 0.6838 0.7743 60.9745 0.0906 

22 101 0.001 0.001675 569.39 0.1320 0.6839 0.7740 60.6407 0.0901 

22 150 0.001 0.002297 569.67 0.2302 0.6848 0.8421 105.7790 0.1573 

22 165 -10.034 0.003598 569.57 0.2298 0.6845 0.8415 105.5520 0.1569 

31 11 -90.000 -0.000126 569.60 0.1312 0.6927 0.7834 60.3007 0.0907 

31 12 -90.000 -0.000485 569.56 0.2276 0.6921 0.8493 104.5690 0.1572 

31 14 -74.950 -0.000560 569.41 0.2285 0.6914 0.8491 104.9480 0.1577 

31 15 -59.900 -0.000252 569.05 0.2279 0.6907 0.8478 104.6000 0.1571 

31 16 -44.850 0.000226 569.22 0.2283 0.6906 0.8480 104.8350 0.1574 

31 19 -24.780 0.001312 569.42 0.2278 0.6905 0.8475 104.6060 0.1570 

31 21 -20.770 0.001684 569.80 0.2286 0.6907 0.8483 105.0700 0.1576 

31 36 10.030 0.001384 568.82 0.2291 0.6885 0.8459 105.1360 0.1574 

33 8 -90.000 -0.000329 569.26 0.3333 0.6863 0.9146 153.0300 0.2283 

33 9 -74.950 -0.000469 569.18 0.3354 0.6854 0.9148 153.9720 0.2294 

33 16 -20.770 0.005320 569.31 0.3354 0.6839 0.9129 154.0030 0.2289 

33 20 -13.040 0.006429 569.67 0.3362 0.6842 0.9138 154.4790 0.2296 

33 21 -10.030 0.006888 569.67 0.3356 0.6841 0.9133 154.2000 0.2291 

33 24 -4.010 0.007338 569.01 0.3369 0.6833 0.9131 154.6110 0.2297 

33 26 0.000 0.007254 569.52 0.3361 0.6839 0.9133 154.3870 0.2294 

33 28 4.010 0.003652 569.52 0.3355 0.6840 0.9130 154.1180 0.2290 

33 31 10.030 0.003475 569.90 0.3345 0.6842 0.9127 153.7590 0.2284 

33 45 -59.900 0.000900 499.10 0.3840 0.5993 0.8289 154.5780 0.2296 
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Run Point αs CT/σ RPM μ MTIP MAT V (knots) MTUN 

74 27 -90.016 0.054993 569.44 0.0328 0.6893 0.7118 15.0742 0.0226 

75 19 -90.016 0.020755 483.79 0.1562 0.5831 0.6739 60.9677 0.0908 

75 21 -90.016 0.040190 484.12 0.1559 0.5832 0.6737 60.8585 0.0906 

75 23 -90.016 0.060707 484.13 0.1570 0.5831 0.6743 61.2912 0.0912 

75 25 -90.016 0.080356 484.20 0.1569 0.5830 0.6742 61.2908 0.0912 

75 27 -90.016 0.100157 484.57 0.1562 0.5832 0.6740 61.0649 0.0908 

75 29 -90.016 0.120022 484.97 0.1568 0.5835 0.6746 61.3234 0.0912 

75 30 -90.016 0.130076 485.03 0.1559 0.5834 0.6741 61.0018 0.0907 

75 31 -90.016 0.140601 484.87 0.1563 0.5831 0.6740 61.1260 0.0908 

85 16 0.004 0.040017 565.97 0.1253 0.6838 0.7692 57.2086 0.0854 

85 17 0.004 0.049963 565.94 0.1254 0.6836 0.7691 57.2297 0.0855 

85 27 0.011 0.059262 567.23 0.1251 0.6837 0.7690 57.2469 0.0853 

85 29 0.011 0.080443 567.13 0.1253 0.6835 0.7689 57.3215 0.0854 

85 30 0.011 0.090286 567.12 0.1255 0.6834 0.7690 57.4002 0.0855 

86 17 0.011 0.050328 549.72 0.1281 0.6634 0.7481 56.7977 0.0847 

86 24 -15.004 0.020157 568.37 0.1245 0.6838 0.7687 57.0609 0.0849 

86 28 -15.004 0.059723 568.40 0.1259 0.6836 0.7694 57.7347 0.0858 

86 30 -15.004 0.079745 568.78 0.1268 0.6838 0.7703 58.1724 0.0865 

86 34 -15.004 0.120112 569.07 0.1261 0.6838 0.7697 57.8605 0.0859 

88 12 -14.997 0.050026 567.50 0.1255 0.6840 0.7696 57.4539 0.0856 

88 13 -14.997 0.049414 567.28 0.2249 0.6841 0.8375 102.9270 0.1535 

88 30 -14.997 0.069770 568.87 0.2502 0.6841 0.8548 114.8210 0.1707 

89 23 -29.794 0.009433 571.57 0.1501 0.6840 0.7865 69.2136 0.1024 

89 24 -29.794 0.020535 571.49 0.1504 0.6839 0.7865 69.3499 0.1026 

89 26 -29.794 0.040922 571.28 0.1505 0.6837 0.7863 69.3422 0.1026 

89 29 -29.794 0.071067 571.55 0.1497 0.6840 0.7861 68.9984 0.1021 

89 32 -29.794 0.099848 571.69 0.1512 0.6840 0.7872 69.7053 0.1031 

89 34 -29.794 0.119392 571.77 0.1507 0.6840 0.7869 69.5187 0.1028 

89 38 -29.794 0.019609 571.56 0.1744 0.6842 0.8032 80.4060 0.1190 

90 36 -29.787 0.020415 566.51 0.2254 0.6839 0.8376 102.9740 0.1537 

90 39 -29.787 0.051609 566.57 0.2248 0.6838 0.8371 102.7260 0.1533 

90 45 -29.787 0.020723 567.23 0.2503 0.6844 0.8551 114.4960 0.1708 

90 48 -29.787 0.051553 566.31 0.2507 0.6829 0.8535 114.5210 0.1707 

90 52 -29.787 0.020714 567.17 0.2751 0.6837 0.8712 125.8730 0.1876 

90 54 -29.787 0.040782 567.40 0.2759 0.6836 0.8717 126.2570 0.1880 

90 56 -29.787 0.050033 568.89 0.1254 0.6838 0.7693 57.5207 0.0855 

90 68 -44.795 0.020458 569.11 0.2001 0.6845 0.8211 91.8739 0.1366 

90 70 -44.795 0.039901 568.61 0.1998 0.6838 0.8200 91.6406 0.1362 

90 71 -44.795 0.050457 568.56 0.2006 0.6837 0.8204 92.0023 0.1368 

90 72 -44.795 0.060052 568.67 0.2006 0.6838 0.8206 92.0277 0.1368 

90 73 -44.795 0.070390 568.57 0.2016 0.6837 0.8211 92.4541 0.1374 

90 74 -44.795 0.080402 568.45 0.2003 0.6834 0.8199 91.8410 0.1365 
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Run Point αs CT/σ RPM μ MTIP MAT V (knots) MTUN 

90 75 -44.795 0.090161 568.75 0.2004 0.6837 0.8203 91.9132 0.1366 

90 76 -44.795 0.101174 568.58 0.2008 0.6834 0.8202 92.0759 0.1368 

90 78 -44.795 0.049333 569.98 0.1252 0.6841 0.7696 57.5742 0.0854 

91 13 -44.802 0.049784 565.95 0.1249 0.6834 0.7685 57.0315 0.0851 

91 20 -44.802 0.050338 567.00 0.2252 0.6839 0.8374 102.9720 0.1535 

91 32 -44.802 0.049762 568.33 0.2499 0.6842 0.8547 114.5700 0.1705 

93 26 -44.802 0.048904 569.47 0.2771 0.6831 0.8718 127.2680 0.1887 

93 44 -59.905 0.020257 570.73 0.2251 0.6840 0.8375 103.6410 0.1535 

93 46 -59.905 0.039506 570.85 0.2246 0.6840 0.8372 103.4270 0.1532 

93 47 -59.905 0.050116 570.75 0.2258 0.6839 0.8378 103.9410 0.1539 

93 48 -59.905 0.059066 570.73 0.2257 0.6839 0.8378 103.9110 0.1539 

93 49 -59.905 0.071289 570.80 0.2250 0.6839 0.8373 103.5890 0.1534 

93 51 -59.905 0.086802 570.10 0.2259 0.6830 0.8368 103.8610 0.1538 

93 59 -59.905 0.050514 570.84 0.2494 0.6841 0.8542 114.8130 0.1700 

93 69 -59.905 0.049239 570.52 0.2756 0.6838 0.8716 126.8270 0.1878 

94 10 -59.898 0.049670 565.30 0.1254 0.6838 0.7694 57.1959 0.0855 

104 37 -90.003 0.050194 482.59 0.3115 0.5830 0.7644 121.2630 0.1814 

105 15 -90.003 0.029900 568.68 0.1342 0.6835 0.7751 61.5501 0.0917 

105 16 -90.003 0.040087 569.09 0.1332 0.6838 0.7748 61.1557 .0.0910 

105 17 -90.003 0.050252 569.06 0.1336 0.6836 0.7749 61.3175 0.0913 

105 29 -90.003 0.039751 569.89 0.1556 0.6840 0.7904 71.5334 0.1064 

105 40 -90.003 0.039145 569.33 0.2339 0.6837 0.8435 107.3990 0.1598 

105 41 -90.003 0.050723 569.54 0.2326 0.6838 0.8428 106.8570 0.1590 

105 49 -90.003 0.039571 569.30 0.3121 0.6832 0.8963 143.3160 0.2131 

107 38 0.004 0.075785 569.20 0.1260 0.6837 0.7697 57.8374 0.0861 

 

Note rotor was installed before Run 74. Runs before 74 measured background noise without rotor 

presence.  
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C: ROTOR SHAFT ANGLE SWEEPS AT DIFFERENT TUNNEL VELOCITIES 

Results Section 4.3 presented rotor shaft angle results at a tunnel velocity of 57 knots. The 

same study is performed for a tunnel velocity of 103 knots (Figure 94 - Figure 97). As-measured 

results are shown in Figure 94 for rotor shaft angles -90°, -60°, -45°, -30°, and -15°. A run was 

not completed for αs = 0⁰ at this flight condition, so it is not included. No significant changes in 

the negative acoustic pressure pulse associated with thickness noise are observed. Positive 

acoustic pressure spikes from BVI occur at -15°. 

 

Figure 94: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at various rotor shaft angles (RPM = 

570 and V = 103 knots). 

 Figure 95 shows distance-corrected results for microphone 1 at 103 knots. Thickness 

noise becomes sharper and larger in amplitude from rotor shaft angles - 90° to - 30° and 

impulsive noise spikes occur at - 15°. As mentioned previously, distance-corrected results should 

be considered as an approximation due to near field effects.  
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Figure 95: Distance corrected acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at various rotor 

shaft angles (RPM = 570 and V = 103 knots). 

The overall noise metrics for various rotor shaft angles at 103 knots are shown in Figure 

96 and Figure 97. There is significant spread in OASPL measured between the microphones when 

the rotor is in airplane mode. This spread decreases as the rotor approaches helicopter mode. There 

are no strong trends in modified EPNL with rotor shaft angle before distance correction. BVISPL 

is highest at a rotor shaft angle of -15°, which is where the impulsive noise spikes were observed 

in the acoustic pressure time history. After distance correction, all noise metrics increase from -

90° to -15° (Figure 97). This is similar to the results at 57 knots, as presented in Results Section 

4.3.1.  
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Figure 96: Overall noise metrics at various rotor shaft angles for all microphones (RPM = 570 

and V = 103 knots). 

As-measured results for varying rotor shaft angle at 115 knots are shown in Figure 98 - 

Figure 101. A run for 0° was not performed at this flight condition, so the results are not presented. 

The negative acoustic pressure spikes increase in amplitude as wind tunnel speed increases. 

Impulsive noise spikes were observed at rotor shaft angle of -15°. The highest OASPL was 

observed at -15° and the lowest at -90°. 
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Figure 97: Distance corrected noise metrics at various rotor shaft angles for all microphones 

(RPM = 570 and V = 103 knots). 

As-measured results for varying rotor shaft angle at 115 knots are shown in Figure 98 - 

Figure 101. A run for 0° was not performed at this flight condition, so the results are not presented. 

The negative acoustic pressure spikes increase in amplitude as wind tunnel speed increases. 

Impulsive noise spikes were observed at rotor shaft angle of - 15°. The highest OASPL was 

observed at - 15° and the lowest at - 90°. 
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Figure 98: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at various rotor shaft angles (RPM = 

570 and V = 115 knots). 

 Figure 99 shows distance-corrected acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at 

115 knots for various rotor shaft angles. The negative acoustic pressure peak from thickness 

noise increases from rotor shaft angles -90° to -30°. OASPL increases with rotor shaft angle. 

 

Figure 99: Distance corrected acoustic time pressure history for microphone 1 at various rotor 

shaft angles (RPM = 570 and V = 115 knots). 
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 Figure 100 shows overall noise metrics before distance correction. All noise metrics trend 

upwards as rotor shaft angle increases.  

 

Figure 100: Overall noise metrics at various rotor shaft angles for all microphones (RPM = 570 

and V = 115 knots). 

 Figure 101 shows the overall noise metrics at 115 knots after distance correction. 

Modified EPNL, OASPL, and BVISPL all increase from rotor shaft angles -90° to -15°.  
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Figure 101: Distance corrected noise metrics at various rotor shaft angles for all microphones 

(RPM = 570 and V = 115 knots). 

Figure 102 - Figure 105 show results for a tunnel velocity of 126 knots. Tests for -15° and 

0° were not performed at this flight condition. The negative acoustic pressure peak is similar in 

amplitude and shape for rotor shaft angles -60°, -45°, and -30°. The peak acoustic pressures are 

larger in amplitude at higher tunnel velocities. OASPL is highest for -45° and -30°. Impulsive 

noise spikes do not appear and would be expected to start at -15° based on results from other tunnel 

velocities.  
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Figure 102: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at various rotor shaft angles (RPM 

= 570 and V = 126 knots). 

 After distance correction, the thickness noise spike increases from - 90° to - 30°. Distance-

corrected OASPL increases from - 90° to - 30°.  

 

Figure 103: Distance corrected acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at various rotor 

shaft angles (RPM = 570 and V = 126 knots). 
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As-measured overall noise metrics for 126 knots are shown in Figure 104. No significant 

trends are seen for modified EPNL. OASPL increases as rotor shaft angle increases. BVISPL 

increases with rotor shaft angle for microphones 2, 3, and 4. Microphone 1 measures the highest 

BVISPL at - 45°, likely due to noise source directionality. Higher overall noise metrics would be 

expected at rotor shaft angles of -15° and 0° based on results from other tunnel velocities.  

 

Figure 104: Overall noise metrics at various rotor shaft angles for all microphones (RPM = 570 

and V = 126 knots). 
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Figure 105 shows results after distance-correction for a tunnel velocity of 115 knots. All 

distance-corrected noise metrics increase with rotor shaft angle. The amplitudes of the overall 

noise metrics increase with tunnel velocity.  

 

Figure 105: Distance corrected overall noise metrics at various rotor shaft angles for all 

microphones (RPM = 570 and V = 115 knots). 
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D: ROTOR SHAFT ANGLE SWEEPS FOR ALL MICROPHONES 

Results section 4.3.1 presents results for microphone 1. Microphone 1 was presented because 

microphone 1 was a stand microphone with higher signal-to-noise ratio than the ground 

microphones 3 and 4.  Similar trends were seen for all microphones as, as shown in Figure 107 - 

Figure 112. Slight differences occur because rotor noise are directional and different noise sources 

are more dominant at different relative angles (Figure 106).  

 

Figure 106: Microphone positions in NFAC 40- by 80- Foot Wind Tunnel with TTR in 

Helicopter Mode 
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Figure 101 shows the acoustic pressure time history for microphone 2 without distance 

correction. The trend of increasing thickness noise is not as apparent for microphone 2 due to 

directionality effects. Similar to microphone 1, impulsive noise from BVI was seen at rotor shaft 

angles of -15° and 0° and as-measured, OASPL was highest in transition mode at rotor shaft angle 

-45°. 

 

Figure 107: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 2 for various rotor shaft angles (V= 

60 knots and RPM = 565). 

 Figure 108 shows the same data as Figure 107 after distance correction. Distance corrected 

OASPL was highest in helicopter mode (αs = 0°) and lowest in airplane mode (αs = - 90°). The 

azimuthal positions of the acoustic pressure spikes are different from microphone 1 due to 

directionality effects. As discussed in Results Section 4.3.1, distance-correction is done to 
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elucidate acoustic trends more realistically. Due to near-field effects, these results should be 

considered as approximations.  

 

Figure 108: Distance corrected acoustic pressure time history for microphone 2 for various rotor 

shaft angles (V = 60 knots and RPM = 565) 

Unadjusted acoustic time history results for microphone 3 are shown in Figure 109. The 

increasing thickness noise trend was seen for rotor shaft angles - 90° to - 45°. Impulsive noise 

spikes were most prominent for 0° but were observable for positive acoustic pressure values for -

15°. Azimuthal differences from the other microphones are due to directionality effects. 

Microphones 3 and 4 had lower signal-to-noise ratios than microphones 1 and 2 due to their 

proximity to the wind tunnel floor, as shown in Results Section 4.2.3. The acoustic pressures 

measured by microphones 3 and 4 are not as smooth in the time domain as those from microphones 

1 and 2.  
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Figure 109: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 3 for various rotor shaft angles (V= 

60 knots and RPM = 565). 

 Figure 110 shows a distance corrected version of Figure 109. Distance-corrected OASPL 

values are highest in helicopter mode and quietest in airplane mode. The negative acoustic 

pressure peak associated with thickness noise increased from rotor shaft angles - 90° to - 45°. 

Rotor shaft angle - 30° is a transition position in between the dominant noise sources from 

thickness and loading noise and the dominant noise sources from impulsive noise. Impulsive 

noise spikes were observed at rotor shaft angles -15° and 0°.  

Figure 111 shows the same test conditions for microphone 4. The increasing negative 

acoustic pressure peak trend from rotor shaft angles - 90° to - 45° is shown. The - 30° plot shows 

lower amplitudes as the noise sources shift from loading and thickness to more impulsive sources, 

which appeared at - 15° and 0°. 
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Figure 110: Distance corrected acoustic pressure time history for microphone 3 for various rotor 

shaft angles (V = 60 knots and RPM = 565). 

 

Figure 111: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 4 for various rotor shaft angles (V = 

60 knots and RPM = 565). 
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Figure 112 shows distance corrected results for microphone 4. Microphone 4 results are similar to 

microphone 1 results because microphones 1 and 4 have close relative angles to the rotor (Figure 

106).  

 

Figure 112: Distance corrected acoustic pressure time history microphone 4 for various rotor 

shaft angles at V = 60 knots and RPM = 565. 
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E: CRUISE BLADE LOADING AT VARIOUS TRASITION ROTOR SHAFT ANGLES 

Results Section 4.3.3 presents results for 0°, -45°, and -90° at various cruise blade loading 

coefficients. CT/σ relationships were also observed for -15°, -30°, and -60°, and are presented here. 

Results depended on rotor shaft angle, but CT/σ appeared to only slightly influence overall sound 

levels. Figure 114, Figure 115, and Figure 116 show results for a rotor shaft angle of -15°. At -15°, 

there is not a significant relationship between peak-to-peak acoustic pressure and CT/σ (Figure 113 

and Figure 114).  

 

Figure 113: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 for a various CT/σ (µ = 0.125, MTIP 

= 0.684, MAT = 0.769, αs = - 15°, and RPM = 565). 

 To better show the effect of CT/σ, Figure 114 shows the first blade pulse from Figure 113. 

There is not a significant relationship between peak-to-peak acoustic pressure or OASPL and 

CT/σ for this flight condition. The impulsive acoustic pressure spikes are less impacted at a rotor 

shaft angle of - 15° than at 0°. 
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Figure 114: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 for a various CT/σ (µ = 0.125, MTIP 

= 0.684, MAT = 0.769, αs = - 15°, and RPM = 565). 

Figure 115 shows the as-measured overall noise metrics for various CT/σ at a rotor shaft 

angle of -15°. There is no strong relationship between EPNL and OASPL with blade loading for 

this rotor shaft angle. Microphone 2 OASPL decreases with CT/σ and microphone 3 OASPL 

increases, suggesting directionality may be impacting the noise sources measured. BVISPL 

decreases for microphones 1, 2, and 4 as blade loading increases.  
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Figure 115: Overall noise metrics versus CT/σ for microphones 1 through 4 (αs = -15°, RPM = 

565, and V= 57 knots). 

Figure 116 shows distance-corrected results to allow for direct comparisons with other 

rotor shaft angles. Figure 116 as Figure 115. Impulsive noise is not impacted by blade loading at 

a rotor shaft angle of -15° as much as at 0°, shown in Results Section 4.3.2. Figure 117, Figure 

118, and Figure 119 show results for a rotor shaft angle of - 30°. Figure 117 shows that more 

significant increases in peak-to-peak pressure were present at -30° than at -15°. The thickness and 

loading noise amplitudes increased with blade loading at - 30°. 
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Figure 116: Distance corrected overall noise metrics versus CT/σ for microphones 1 through 4 (µ 

= 0.125, MAT = 0.769, αs = - 15°, and RPM = 565). 

 

Figure 117: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 at various CT/σ (µ = 0.151, MAT = 

0.787, αs = - 30°, and RPM = 571). 
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Figure 118 shows as-measured overall noise metrics for - 30° with changing blade loading. All 

noise metrics increase with blade loading for all microphones.  

 

Figure 118: Overall noise metrics versus CT/σ for microphones 1 through 4 (µ = 0.151, MAT = 

0.787, αs = - 30°, and RPM = 571). 

Figure 119 shows the distance-corrected overall noise metrics for αs = -30°. The overall 

noise levels are lower than at rotor shaft angles - 15° and 0° where impulsive noise sources are 

present. Figure 120, Figure 121, and Figure 122 show results for a rotor shaft angle of - 60°. Peak-

to-peak acoustic pressures increase with blade loading, but overall sound pressure level is not 

greatly affected.  
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Figure 119: Distance corrected overall noise metrics versus CT/σ for all microphones (µ = 0.151, 

MAT = 0.787, αs = -30⁰, RPM = 571) 

 

Figure 120: Acoustic pressure time history for microphone 1 for various CT/σ (µ = 0.225, MAT = 

0.837, αs = - 60°, and RPM = 570). 
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Figure 121 shows overall noise metrics for - 60° in relation to blade loading. OASPL 

increases with blade loading. Modified EPNL and BVISPL do not trend with CT/σ. There are not 

impulsive pressure spikes in the acoustic pressure time history (Figure 120) so BVISPL is not 

characterizing impulsive noise spikes from blade-vortex-interaction. It is included for comparison 

to rotor shaft angles - 15° and 0° where blade-vortex-interaction occurs.  

 

Figure 121: Overall noise metrics versus CT/σ for microphones 1 through 4 (µ = 0.225, MAT = 

0.837, αs = - 60°, and RPM = 570). 
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Figure 122 shows distance-corrected overall noise metrics. The same overall trends are present in 

Figure 121 and Figure 122. The overall noise levels are lower than higher rotor shaft angles where 

impulsive noise is present.  

 

Figure 122: Distance-corrected overall noise metrics versus CT/σ for microphones 1 through 4 (µ 

= 0.225, MAT = 0.837, αs = - 60°, and RPM = 570). 

 

 


